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Abstract - This examination is completed in the viewpoint of continuous patterns in This study of Radisson Blu Greater Noida is based on the findings related to the practices of the front office department in the engagement of guest satisfaction activities. Customer satisfaction is a function of service performance in relation to customer expectations. As a result, it is critical to understand how customer expectations are formed in order to identify the factors that contribute to service satisfaction. Customer expectations are determined by their understanding of a product or service.

Based on the research filled by 40 respondent we come across various different practiced involved in front office to increase the customer satisfaction & the quality of services the amount of steps taken in consideration for improvement & innovation.
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I. Introduction

In this research study we will discuss what every hotel & even restaurant are doing in order to utilize the power & potential aspects of guest satisfaction on both in the premises or on the online platforms. But before we understand about the importance of guest satisfaction it is very much important to know exactly what does guest satisfaction means. Basically it's a study which can be defined as the process in which we measure how much satisfied or happy a customer is with the services products offered to the guest by the hotel.

This information is gathered by the hotel with the help of various methods which can be classified as internal & external methods. This study will help us to understand the practices of front office in improving the customer satisfaction because the hotel industry itself is a customer oriented industry; therefore it is very important for us to firstly understand why we need work on negative as well as positive guest experience.

II. Objectives

- To identify the role of front offices practices to improve guest satisfaction.
- To analyse how the front office impact the guest satisfaction.
- To find out the overall factors in front office department that’s affecting the guest satisfaction.

III. Literature Review

According to the research of Mr Nain he primarily focussed on the very fact how the assorted innovative practices are impacting the guest satisfaction yet because the measure which are implemented for the identical ranging from the pre arrival stage to the post departure stage in context of the hotel within the West Gurgaon & capital of India region which had a big impact on their guest retention & loyalty.

According to Mohsin, in his work he was focussed to assess the service quality & its perception of shoppers within the hotels and which helps the management so as to spot the areas which require attention to satisfy and which can help in exceeding the customer expectations. The results indicated that there's significant difference between expectations of the guests and therefore the actual experiences.

According to Melia 2010 research she explained about the critical areas which cause the successful operation of the business & in addition because the areas which are chargeable for achieving the general goals of the hotel which are needed to be achieved & how this affects the performance standard of the hotel, therein they discussed about how customer satisfaction, quality of staff performance & the standard of products/goods & services offered as these are a very important factor which helps the hotel to take care of its competitive draw near the market.

According to Valeria, in her article she suggested that to extend the occupancy levels, consecutively the revenue levels and therefore the guest experience, the hoteliers must understand the requirements of the guest, their preferences within the hotel. It affirms that it might provide value to customers and aid in guest retention. The study has developed
methodological framework to analyse the guest-hotel relationship training. Reward employees for positive mentions. Responding to guest reviews and feedback on social media is the next best practice. By responding, you demonstrate that you're being attentive and are concerned about the satisfaction of your guests. It's a chance to shift perceptions and express gratitude to guests for his or her feedback.

IV. Methodology

Primary sources
- Questionnaire
- Field survey

Secondary sources
- NET magazine
- Tourism ministry
- Hospitality Industry
- Sample paper

V. Data Analysis and Interpretation

I have surveyed among the 40 people who visited the hotel (Radisson Blu Greater Noida). Below analysis is the result of my field survey. In my survey, out of 45 people, 60.6% and 26.1% were male and female, respectively.

According to the data we can see that 100% of the people have their responsive in the form of that feedbacks are important for the management and it to effects or impacts the hotel business. According to the status we see that 90% of people think that taking follow ups on guest complaint is important where as we can see that only 10% of the population are not really in the favour of the same.

Online reviews of the properties and important factor for the prospective customer while choosing any property where we can see that 25% of the people are strongly agree in this fact where as 60% are just agree with the same and only few person are neutral to the fast and 7.5% strongly disagree this.

VI. Conclusion

To better comprehend the significance of consumer service in the welcome commercial enterprise, first examine the business itself. The welcome commercial enterprise includes all agencies that rely heavily on consumer interactions, such as hotels, restaurants, bars, resorts, theme parks, and tourist destinations, among others. When welcome agencies disregard the cost of consumer provider, they tend to attract fewer clients and generate fewer sales. As 70% of all purchase decisions were prompted by using consumer provider. Many factors influence whether or not a customer can buy a welcome commercial enterprise’s products or services. On the other hand, consumer provider is one of the most powerful. According to one study, product ratings and reviews influence 70 percent of all purchase decisions.

One of the most important, but often overlooked, responsibilities is following up with clients. Customers typically arrive at hotels with the conduct perceptions of how they should be treated. Most visitors believe that employees are helpful and friendly, as well as knowledgeable about the world and nearby attractions.

All of those hotels, restaurants, resorts, home stays, airlines, cruise ships, and specific establishments are a part of the rapidly expanding welcome industry. This business is primarily driven through the use of the service provided to clients throughout their tour, in addition to the meal they may be available to eat. With more clients gaining power, more people will be able to afford to travel and visit new places. On the other hand,
the increase in tourism contributes to the expansion of the welcome commercial enterprise.
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Abstract: A hotel's housekeeping department is its foundation. It not only maintains the cleanliness of the entire inn, but also contributes significantly to a variety of other activities in a lodge. Keeping track of and maintaining all of the hotel convenience and public areas is a challenge in and of itself, making it one of the inn's most important branches. The work done by the housekeeping office has a significant impact on the tourist experience at the lodging. The study looked into the impact of housekeeping administrations and practices on customer satisfaction and repeat business. Laundry, Decor, Room Amenities, Cleanliness, Guest Satisfaction, and Repeat Business were the constructs used in the review. Cleanliness and stylistic arrangement were proven to have a positive impact.
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I. Introduction

Guest satisfaction is a critical component in the hotel industry since it improves the hotel's reputation, increases room sales (because satisfied guests are more likely to return), and increases profitability. The primary purpose of housekeeping is to suit the needs of guests while meeting financial expectations. Because of the increased competition and quality requirements, this customer-oriented approach is increasingly necessary. A hotel is a major unit in itself comprising of different divisions, which run in joint effort and coordination with one another to make the visitor stay agreeable. One of the significant divisions in a hotel is housekeeping. Housekeeping is responsible for neatness, upkeep, stylistic layout, and support of the whole five-star hotel. A five-star hotel in itself is a tremendous region containing an enormous number of rooms, huge public region including entryway, hallways, various foods, eateries, gyms, pools, spa, and so forth and immense back region too including clothing, staff cafeteria, shelter, storage spaces, stores, regulatory divisions, different food creation units, and so on. Dealing with the neatness, support, upkeep, and style of these region is a test in itself. The hotel's housekeeping office makes a usual hangout spot. The essential Endeavor is to give perfect, all around kept up with, agreeable rooms with warm environmental elements that deal an incentive for cash. Aside from hotel, housekeeping legally binding administrations are in a ton of interest at corporate workplaces, air terminals, carriers, clinics, banks, cruisers, and shopping arcades. Subsequently, contract housekeeping is likewise a beneficial business undertaking. A five star perseveres on the room deals, food and drink, and other valuable administrations like exercise center, clothing, clubs, well-being spa, shopping arcades, touring, and so forth. Consequently, an immense piece of a five-star hotel's income is gotten from the offer of rooms on the grounds that a room once made can be sold over and over. In any case, there is intense loss of income assuming that the rooms stay unsold. Along these lines, clearly rooms are more short-lived than even food. The visitor experience in a hotel is profoundly changed by the work being placed in by the housekeeping office. In this way, visitor rooms are the guts of a hotel. The hotel might lose a client as an expected visitor on the off chance that the stylistic layout isn't considerable, the air isn't sans scent, and outfitting and upholstery are not perfectly spotless. High pace of administration standard and quality must be accomplished through productive and powerful inn activities that can dominate clients' assumptions lastly increment firm productivity. The office needs to make rooms accessible as and when expected on an ideal reason for the visitors.

To have meetings over lunch, the cooperate clients that use the banquet, spaces within the hotel. The families who plan an outing to celebrate an occasion among other.

II. Objectives

• To investigate the impact of cleaning areas on guest satisfaction.
• To analyses the used of new technologies used in housekeeping department.

*Author a: Researcher, School of Hospitality & Tourism, Galgotias University, Greater Noida- 201310, Uttar Pradesh.
e-mail: nk531414@gmail.com
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• To evaluate the Guest opinion on the new standard operating procedure followed in the Hotel.

III. IMPORTANCE

• Government
   The study will be significant to the government as they’ll be able to have a body knowledge that will help them create policies and regulations that can be beneficial or the hotel sector. They will be able to assist the hotel industry by providing a conducive business environment for the hotels to fulfill customers preferences.

• Scholars
   This study will provide other scholars and other researchers with literature that can be used for further research on how customer preferences play a big role in the hotel industry especially in regards to Fine Dining Restaurants and Quick Service Restaurants.

• Crowne Plaza
   Crowne Plaza hotel will gain information on how their customers prefer and this can be used to create a better experience and services for their customers.

IV. JUSTIFICATION

First of all, the understanding of what customers prefer is essential for every restaurant so as they are able to satisfy their wants and needs. Secondly the knowledge can be used to refine the standard operating procedures to better retain their customers and even attract new clientele as the best advertisers are the customers who are satisfied with the services rendered.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW

• As per Ms Madhu Kumari,” To examine various issues faced by the housekeeping department in hotels”, Hotel housekeeping is changing dramatically; formerly, the department’s role was to provide clean guestrooms on a timely basis, but recently there have been significant adjustments. To boost hotel operations, this market needs new trends and technologies. After all, the housekeeping staff is in charge of bringing in the majority of the hotel’s profit. As a result, the trends in housekeeping in the hotel business are examined in this article. This article focuses on the current cleaning trends that hotels can adopt to increase revenue from their operations. In order to maintain dominance in the strong competition, the Hotel Industry must follow the trends of the times, establish distinctive commodity value or service method.

   As discussed by Dr Seema Zagade, the importance of room decorating for customer happiness was investigated in this study. The study’s goal is to figure out what the link is between customer pleasure and client retention. According to the survey, a variety of housekeeping services on the Guest supply quality, quantity, manner, and service, among other things. Has a significant influence or impact on consumers, resulting in customers interacting with Housekeeping, which is a strong sign that a customer will likely return to the hotel. A well-thought-out customer service strategy draws on an increasing number of customers.

VI. METHODOLOGY

a) Introduction
   The study will indicate the research design, population, and sample size, sampling procedure, data collection instruments, data collection procedures, and finally data analysis and presentation.

b) Research design
   This study will use a descriptive research design. A descriptive research design allows researchers to gather information and summarize, present and interpret data for the purpose of clarification. Therefore, descriptive approach is the best to understand the comparative analysis between fine dining restaurants and quick service restaurants.

c) Study area
   The study will be undertaken at Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. Crowne Plaza is a 5-star hotel located at Greater Noida in India. The study involved customers as the study participants.

d) Study population
   The population of this study will be customers from Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. The target population will be the customers that will be present at the hotel during collection of data. The respondents will be 72 participants from Crowne Plaza. The participants must be proficient in English, are above 18 years old, and the participants who gave informed consent.

e) Sampling and Sample Size
   Sampling is the procedure of choosing elements such as people or organization from a population of interest. Through the studying of a sample, researchers may impartially generalize their results on the entire population from the sample. A sampling design stipulates the population frame, sample size and its selection, as well as the process of estimating the sample size. Stratified sampling will be used to select the sample of the study. It will involve dividing the population into homogeneous subgroups and then taking a simple random sample in each subgroup. The sample size will be 50% of the target population. Therefore, the sample size will be 72 participants.

VII. DATA COLLECTION METHODS AND PROCEDURE

Questionnaire was prepared and participated were asked questions related to which the preferred fine
dining or quick service restaurants. Questions about factors affecting their choice was asked such as, quality of service, cleanliness, cost and value for money, the ambience.

A total of 72 participants filled the questionnaire. Likert scale was used to ask participants to rate their satisfaction of Cleanliness of hotel premises, hygiene standards maintained, level of customer satisfaction, level of luxury and privacy provided by housekeeping department in Hotel Crowne Plaza Greater Noida.

VIII. Data Analysis

The collected data in this study was first grouped, edited and checked for completeness. Quantitative data and descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data. The accuracy, reliability and validity of the data collected was done before the data analysis. The data collected was then analyzed and presented in graphs and pie chart along a descriptive analysis of the same findings.

IX. Conclusion

The contribution of the Human Resources section and the housekeeping duties. We now have a better understanding of the gravity of the problem and how to best handle it as a result of this investigation. This cycle requires standardized merchandise, well-prepared, energetic, and merciful representatives, and stringent quality monitoring. The policies and ideologies of various hotels differ greatly.

The research's findings are as follows. The survey looked at the qualities of housekeeping personnel, which included being courteous and properly groomed.

Guest satisfaction is influenced by the staff, uniform cleanliness, and handling.

Outsourced housekeeping staff have a beneficial impact on guest satisfaction in every way.

All public locations have a good impact on cleanliness, with the exception of the parking lot, which has a favourable impact.

The key components that affect guest satisfaction in started hotels are five aspects and that all of them affect guest satisfaction in a positive direction. This therefore means hotels lack the capacity to offer services related to lack of documented policies to adhere to when it comes to housekeeping services.

The staff is also working by the rules and are maintaining appropriate distance as required.

At the end I really feel that the hospitality industry is trying it best to get back to its feet which may take some time but eventually they will cope up with this situation. Even after having a lot of restrictions and ban on travel the hotel are able to attract people through the services they are providing to the guest.

Hotel are following the rules and regulations issued by the official organization which helps in creating a safe environment for the guest and building more business.
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I. Introduction

My research is also related to menu designing, which is very important for any restaurant, because a good menu attracts customer and it is a source of restaurant revenue, in a restaurant a menu is a tool, which help us to run the restaurant profitably. So, in “Spice Art” restaurant the old menu was not too much attractive and informative, and our regular guest was getting bored with the old menu, they were seeing same dishes, in same format at their every visit, and it was happening with our most of the regular guest, in our old menu we haven’t mentioned currency details and government taxes, so some of our foreigner guest was facing problems, so I have start noticing these things like some customers are looking for pictures in the menu as well, which we haven’t mentioned in our old menu, then these small things get started become obstacles of our revenue. So, I have started doing my research, after consulting my managers, chef and my Head of the department. And I have start taken feedback of our all guests regarding designing of menu. Which help us a lot. After getting the customer’s feedback, we have designed our new menu.

In the new menu of “Spice Art” we have mentioned the price of the items, on the right side of the menu with symbol of currency (INR). We have mentioned @ the footnote, the currency of the price & that the prices are excluding, government taxes (18%) and service charge (5%).

Also, we have made a note that the guest should inform their dietary needs or allergies. Menu is also playing a role to introduce the restaurant, the colour, design, font and logo emphasis the image of the restaurant. The menu description, help the customers to understand the items it describes method of preparation, what are the ingredients used for making the particular dish. The pages of the menu should be of eco-friendly material

II. Objectives

• To understand about the difference between old menu and new menu.
• To acquire the strategies this is used in menu designing.
• To acquire the guest reaction and implication on the basis of guest feedback.

III. Literature Review

As per Bahattin Ozdemir and Osman Caliskan (2008) in order to understand the restaurant menus: specifying the managerial issues. strategic management helps you provide a better understanding about the importance of the menu. The strategies include menu planning and innovative which brings about new dishes and variety of dishes on the menu. Menu pricing, and positioning of food items on menu as a management strategy helps influence customers choice.

As discussed by Mr. Seytoğlu “A conceptual study on menu planning and the selection of menu items” (2016) there are stages in menu management these include pricing, analysis, designing and planning. The selection of items on the should first meet the needs of the customer then meet the demands in terms of flavor profile, nutrition then last the financial aspects which is to ensure profitability. Factory affecting...
selection of items on menu include, the religion, culture, age, economic status of customers. The type and size of establishment, the skill of staff and quality standards of the establishment and competition from other food and beverage establishment also affect menu item selection.

As explained by Michael M. and Ann Lynn (2008) on the topic of “Effect of restaurant menu item description on perceptions of quality, price and purchase intention”, the pricing of menu correlates to the quality and reason for purchasing the item, this intern affects the selection of the item. Menu acts as a physiological tool as it influences customers choice. Menu analysis is integral part of marketing strategies used by restaurant.

IV. METHODOLOGY

a) Introduction

The study will indicate the research design, population, and sample size, sampling procedure, data collection instruments, data collection procedures, and finally data analysis and presentation.

b) Research design

This study will use a descriptive research design. A descriptive research design allows researchers to gather information and summarize, present and interpret data for the purpose of clarification. Therefore, descriptive approach is the best to understand the comparative analysis between fine dining restaurants and quick service restaurants.

c) Study area

The study will be undertaken at Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. Crowne Plaza is a 5-star hotel located at Greater Noida in India. The study involved customers as the study participants.

d) Study population

The population of this study will be customers from Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. The total population will be the customers that will be present at the hotel during collection of data. The respondents will be 58 participants from Crowne Plaza. The participants must be proficient in English, are above 18 years old, and the participants who gave informed consent.

e) Sampling and Sample Size

Sampling is the procedure of choosing elements such as people or organization from a population of interest. Through the studying of a sample, researchers may impartially generalize their results on the entire population from the sample. A sampling design stipulates the population frame, sample size and its selection, as well as the process of estimating the sample size. Stratified sampling will be used to select the sample of the study. It will involve dividing the population into homogeneous subgroups and then taking a simple random sample in each subgroup. The sample size will be 50% of the target population. Therefore, the sample size will be 58 participants.

V. DATA COLLECTION METHODS AND PROCEDURE

Questionnaire was prepared and participated were asked questions related to which the preferred fine dining or quick service restaurants. Questions about factors affecting their choice was asked such as, quality of food and service, quantity, cost and value for money, the ambience.

A total of 58 participants filled the questionnaire. Likert scale was used to ask participants to rate their satisfaction of Cleanliness of quick service restaurant and fine dining restaurants, to rate the ambience of Quick Service Restaurant, and to rate their overall experience in Fine dining restaurants of Hotel Crowne Plaza Greater Noida.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

The collected data in this study was first grouped, edited and checked for completeness. Quantitative data and descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data. The accuracy, reliability and validity of the data collected was done before the data analysis. The data collected was then analyzed and presented in graphs and pie chart along a descriptive analysis of the same findings.

VII. CONCLUSION

The research was conducted to study on planning and application of strategies used for menu designing of ‘Spice Art’ restaurant menu. In a restaurant a menu is a detailed list of food and beverage offered at the food service establishment. In this research, I have learned about the strategies, used for the menu designing for a restaurant, what the points should be remembered, so the menu designed looks beautiful and attractive.

We all know that in a restaurants. Menu is playing a role of hidden sales person so, it is a restaurant’s manager’s responsibility to make the menu attractive and informative, as a sales tool. Menu designing is very difficult to design, accordingly to your customers experience, what they will like, what they will dislike, its font size is suitable for all types of customers or not, font’s color isn’t eye appealing. Menu is comfortable to hold or not, is it taking too much of space, is it too heavy or light weight. In the menu we have mentioned all the dishes or not, in the menu all the vegetarian and non-vegetarians dishes separately mentioned or not. Beverages are mentioned with the price and quantity or not.

The sheet material of the menu is good or not, customers like the whole designing of the menu or they
want to give some suggestions, so finding out all these points, I have conducted a survey around 60 people, who came in ’Spice Art’, I have created Google form, in this form I have given some questions regarding the menu designing, so we can get an idea what, will be our customer's feedback for our menu designing. According to the survey the majority of the people was liked our menu design. They were satisfied with our menu, as we were mentioned all the required details.

In the menu customers liked our color theme, font size, font color, all the details like, dishes, price allergic, vegetarian and non-vegetarians’ item with symbols, price with currency symbols, which very helpful for the foreigners guest. In our designed menu, we have also mentioned the tax details, which is very helpful for our customers.

Few things people disliked in the menu which we have discussed with our team, we have tried to change those things on the basis of guest’s feedback. I looked into survey outcome and as per the survey result, I have shared my geographical representation, sample questions, and guest's filled google form as well.

In this research, I have also understood about the difference between old menu and new menu. Old menu was very simple and not too much informative, but the new menu is totally different from another one. In new menu they have mentioned all the information like dishes with short description.
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I. Introduction

Social media has developed dramatically in recent years, and its influence on society and industry has grown significantly. In 2014, Facebook had over a billion monthly active users, whereas Twitter and LinkedIn each have more than 150 million monthly active users. Furthermore, social media is used by more than 90% of marketers to promote their firms. For marketing purposes, the restaurant industry makes considerable use of social media. Due to the restaurant industry's low pricing structure, social media may be a minimal operational innovation that would have been a good transition for running any business.

In the restaurant sector, social media is widely recognised as one of the most prominent channels for advertising and marketing. According to a study, social media has a huge impact on community relationships and is among the most prominent advertising techniques for restaurateurs.

II. Objectives

The research will benefit in gathering the information about the role and importance of social media in promoting various food outlets sales and generating revenue for Hotels in Greater Noida.

The specific objectives are mentioned below

• To analyse the impact of social media as a tool for revenue generation for various food outlets at Hotel located in, Greater Noida.
• To analyse the role of social media in brand imaging among guest.
• To understand the target audience.

III. Literature Review

As per the Sushant Baliwada Patnaik research, it clearly shows that social media platforms like advertisements, social media marketing are very attractive and thus helps to generate more revenue. Due to the dominance of act or movement, colourful graphics, and fantastic sound effects, it is very easy to be drawn to TV commercials, which are compelling in their ability to influence consumers.

S. Kim, Yoon Kohb, J. Cha and Seooki Lee investigates the link between a restaurant’s social media involvement and its value. Despite the fact
that social communication has become increasingly important for food businesses, the use of social media as a main selling point by restaurants is still very much in initial stages, providing little statistical evidence of the benefits of social media on business value. The present investigation appears to have a positive and streamlined relationship between a restaurant's social media engagement and its value, indicating that capital markets value the company's social media holdings.

- According to A.L. Chua this study makes two types of strategic recommendations and contributions: scholastic aspects for future research and work, and potential consequences for restaurants leaders and investors wishing to improve their businesses through the use of social media resources. The study’s findings show how efficiently controlling social media engagement indicators may be a powerful tool for improving informal restaurant performance.

- J. Li, Woo. G. Kim and H.Min. Choi has shown that laidback restaurant group salespeople should really be popular on Facebook and YouTube in a commercial capacity to develop virtual buzz and restaurant brand trust.

- The researchers (Abigail M. Needles and Gary M. Thompson) has well-defined strategy that contains realistic, prioritised, and feasible communications objectives and goals is the first step in ensuring a good influence of social media marketing on operations. Without a clear plan or aim, the social media manager may make decisions on the spur of the moment and hope for the best. As a result, a social media manager should have defined objectives and target audiences in mind while developing a social media strategy.

- The researchers (Pankaj Deshwal, Akshay Kothari, Akanksha Agarwal) looked at two types of restaurants: chain restaurants and independent restaurants, and discovered that chain businesses use social media more efficiently since they have dedicated marketing teams. Stand-alone restaurants underutilize the power of social media and rely on traditional media to communicate with clients. They believe that without sponsored advertising, social media has a limited reach. Stand-alone restaurants are oblivious to the fact that social media may be used to reach a larger audience by effectively leveraging its full potential. Except for Facebook and Zomato, both categories haven't used the other social media networks much.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The gathering of data is an important aspect of every research project. Incorrect data collection can have an impact on the results of an examination, ultimately leading to erroneous results. Data can be defined as a variable’s quantitative or subjective advantages. Numbers, photos, words, figures, realities, and thoughts are all examples of information. Material cannot be seen, hence to obtain data from it, one must translate it into meaningful data. Information can be decoded using a variety of methods. Sources of data are divided into two categories: primary as well as secondary.

Primary Information: It refers to information obtained for a specific purpose from the domain of request, which is distinct and more solid, genuine a goal. The vital information for the project was acquired mostly through a study technique using the equipment poll. As a result, legitimacy takes precedence over supplementary data.

Secondary Information: Secondary data is information obtained from a source that has been dispersed efficiently in any form. It is the information concerning an event that was not as anticipated by the researchers. The purpose of a writing survey in any examination is to increase the preciseness of the inquiry by using supplementary material primarily from books, Google, research papers, diaries, and magazines.

V. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This is the result of the data collected from the survey conducted in Hotel Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. I have surveyed among 50 people out of which 62% were male and 38% were female.
In this pictorial representation, people were asked about the social networking websites they particularly have an account without which 46 people i.e; 92% people have an account on Instagram, whereas 24% of people have an account on Twitter and rest 54% of people have an account on Facebook. This shows people have more interest on Instagram which can help the hotel to promote more on that particular platform.

According to the data, 44% of people uses social networking websites extremely, comparing to that there were less percentage of people who uses social networking websites that is only 36% and rest 20% of people uses moderately. Thus, social media should be highly used to engage customers and

As per the data collected, majority of 62% of people has voted that social media do helps to generate revenue for the different food outlets of the hotel. 26% of people were not sure about the situation and 12% of people doesn’t think that social media can help to generate revenue for the hotel’s food outlets. As a result, Hotel can now promote more on social platforms about their different food outlets.
6. Did you consider reviews on social media before coming to this hotel food outlet?
50 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>78%</th>
<th>18%</th>
<th>6%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, majorly 76% of people do consider the reviews on social media before coming to the hotel food outlet whereas 18% of people does not and rest 6% are not sure about it.

10. Do you think social media marketing can boost the branding of the hotel’s different food outlets?
50 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>78%</th>
<th>12%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social media has been used as a tool to reach out to tons of prospective customers helping the organizations business to grow more hence majority of 78% of people do believes that social media marketing can boost the branding of the hotel’s food outlets. 12% of people aren’t sure about it and rest 10% doesn’t agree on it.

15. Do you think social media platform is the best way to show off the restaurant in order to attract customer’s?
50 responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>58%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>14%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social media platform is a great approach to attracts customers as it reaches to millions of people quickly. 56% of people thinks social media promotion is certainly the best way to do it and 30% of people thinks that it might can help the restaurant to attract customers whereas 14% doesn’t agree on it.
VI. Conclusion

The focus of this research was to determine the role of online media as a revenue-generating strategy for food outlets. Social media is used for more than simply pleasure; it has also assisted numerous businesses in generating cash.

This study used literature review of social commerce to identify the restaurant's important advertising tools, which included uploading menu specials, declaring restaurant events, permitting visitors to engage in titbits as well as competitions, notifies customers to special deals and discounts, publicizing store service quality, and expressing guest endorsements videos.

A survey of 50 people was conducted and through the survey we got to know that consumers are attracted to social media marketing activities and therefore, has helped the business to grow more. Social media marketing has the potential to spread the brand awareness making it easy for the restaurants to maintain its standards, updating its content planning, proposing of new strategies.

The observations have both theoretical and practical relevance. Hoteliers and entrepreneurs really shouldn’t drop down in using and operating in digital networking, especially in this era.
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I. Introduction

The Indian tourism and hospitality industry both the categories are interlinked and without tourism the hospitality sector will not evolve as much as it is evolving now. As this pandemic hits there is complete blockage of tourism in every country and hospitality sector suffers a lot by this but sooner and later everything comes to a normal end and hospitality sector is now on normal track with some new trends and technology

I have done my industrial training from 5-star property i.e., Crowne plaza, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh including the core departments and now I am working in the front office department As a GSA at Radisson blu Kaushambi, Delhi NCR. I came across many new ideas when I was working in the front office department and got to know how records are being maintained in excel sheets, monitoring of review websites, handling guest complaints, service recovery for any incidentals these things which I have observed.

II. Objectives

• To study and analyse the working environment in Radisson blu kaushambi.
• To find out the problems across the department.
• To study how employees are sustaining post covid situations.

III. Literature Review

• After going through this research I came to know that before everything we need to work on interpersonal skills of humans and the most important thing that hinder is behaviour of the person which evaluates everything of a person. So the person standing at the main desk should have proper training of interpersonal skills (Garavan, T. N. (1997). Interpersonal skills training for quality service interactions. Industrial and Commercial Training.)
• Quality in service is very important especially for the growth and development of service sector business enterprises (Rahaman et al, 2011). It works as a factor of customer satisfaction (Ruyter and Bloemer, 1995). With the increase of the importance of the service sector in the Zimbabwean economy, the measurements of service quality become important. ISO standards are one of the popular measurement tools of service quality, where quality is defined as the totality of features and characteristics of a product, process or service (Islam & Ahmed, 2005).
• After going through this research paper we got to know that everything needs an update so hospitality also does the same. New trends have been introduced in all departments. AI is playing a vital role in hospitality contact less checkins and checkouts introduced. Basically we got to know how various hotel chains are adopting new trends and technology to make things more convenient and efficient (Seal, P. P. (2019). Guest retention through automation: an analysis of emerging trends in hotels in the Indian Subcontinent. In Global Trends, Practices, and Challenges in Contemporary Tourism and Hospitality Management (pp. 58-69). IGI Global)
IV. Methodology

This Paper is based upon the both qualitative and quantitative methods of research, the sample papers and the other information which was gathered through the medium of online media that is the google forms. For this paper I have personally taken reviews from more than 50 people. I have also met people personally to gather information for the same. The people whom I have taken my reviews from were in the age category of 18-50 years that included the permanent employees as well as the trainees that were present in the hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi, Ghaziabad. Based on my survey some bar charts and some pie charts have been generated after conducting the survey. The information that I gathered through the medium sources of my research are almost the accurate and have been checked by the hotel experts and some other people working in the same industry.

V. Graphical Presentation

Research analysis data and the screenshots of the responses collected:

Covid-19 degrading the overall guest satisfaction: We took a survey to get to know a few things. We asked people whether covid-19 is becoming an issue or not? Majority of people agree on the same as clearly you can see in the pie chart. That means poking everytime about the masks and hand sanitizer in the hotel is somehow degrading the satisfaction but still employees are maintaining a good guest experience.

Best Possible Outcomes: Most of the employees as well as guests agree that staff is doing their best in providing the hospitality but one question arises here that if everyone is doing their best then how come problems are coming in guest satisfaction.

Covid Protocols In hotel: We asked people that do you observe covid protocols in Radisson blu kaushambi then we got to know that yes people observe and they also have the proper sanitizing dispenser for guests in most of the place of the hotel.

Adequate knowledge of the property: In The Busy Operation sometimes staff forgets to give the proper knowledge but we asked from guests that is the staff have adequate knowledge about the property so most of the people strongly agree that Yes they have the proper knowledge about the property.

Over guest expectations: Do you also think that over guest expectations make blunder but if we see from hospitality point of view expectation is expectation there is no over and low we as a people of hospitality are here to meet.

Rating of front office department: We asked people how much would you rate front office department on the scale of 0-5 we got some good results

Clientele matters in feedback: According to this survey we got now that Yes clientele matters in guest feedback one night stayers mostly don’t give feedbacks and and they don’t even bothered about the services but business people do look forward for the best service and they do give feedbacks.

Safety Measure In Hotel: Most Of The People Feel Safe In Radisson BluKaushambi In Terms of Safety Protocols HR departments is taking Care of safety Measures in the hotel, Guest As well As Staff Feels Safe in the hotel and people are enjoying been safe in the hotel.

Regular Training of staff: Training is a most important part in an organization and if it is on a regular basis it will be beneficial for the company to sustain. Training of staff will increase productivity and make the guest experience better.

The Team is working as per the standards: Every hotel has some standards for operating operation but we need to check whether the employees of that hotel are working according to that if not they need training. As per the pie chart people think the yes team is working according to the standards.

VI. Conclusion

Through this research I got to know various things about how employees are working in this situation and keeping the standards high. By this research we are able to get to know what exactly the employees think about the department and how they feel working in this situation. Everyone is aware about the safety protocols which need to be followed for their personal safety. After the pre-covid era the challenging part is to overcome this situation and get back to the new normal and that’s what the hospitality industry does so well and is still now. They ensure the safety of guests so you can set out of your home and enjoy as they did earlier, Front office department is the one who encounters the guest first so for that hotel plans according to that. We put shield face masks to ensure 100% safety of the guest contactless check in and check outs introduced during this era and people started getting used to this new normal. We hope that the hospitality industry grows as fast as possible!
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Abstract- Coronavirus disease 2019 is a new type of respiratory disease that has been declared a pandemic. The covid outbreak has changed the way we live, and it has also changed the food and beverage service industry. The major noticeable changes are the increase in home meal Replacement, meal kits consumption, online ordering, Take out, and Drive thru, Artificial intelligence & Robotics adoption. After covid-19, the hotel industry has changed dramatically. The restaurant industry has faced numerous challenges over the last two years. The pandemic forced restaurant owners and operators all over the world to think on their feet as shutdown orders brought the dining industry to a halt. Restaurants have had to reinvent themselves numerous times. After nearly two years of this pandemic, it is clear that covid-19 and new consumer behaviour will permanently alter the restaurant industry. The pandemic has accelerated the industry’s progress into the future.
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Abstract - Coronavirus disease 2019 is a new type of respiratory disease that has been declared a pandemic. The covid outbreak has changed the way we live, and it has also changed the food and beverage service industry. The major noticeable changes are the increase in home meal Replacement, meal kits consumption, online ordering, Take out, and Drive thru. Artificial intelligence & Robotics adoption. After covid-19, the hotel industry has changed dramatically. The restaurant industry has faced numerous challenges over the last two years. The pandemic forced restaurant owners and operators all over the world to think on their feet as shutdown orders brought the dining industry to a halt. Restaurants have had to reinvent themselves numerous times. After nearly two years of this pandemic, it is clear that covid-19 and new consumer behaviour will permanently alter the restaurant industry. The pandemic has accelerated the industry's progress into the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hospitality hotel industry is one of the most affected by the covid-19 pandemic. Not only many people lost their jobs in the hotel industry, but they have also seen significant changes in the way jobs should develop. The impact of employees in the hospitality hotel industry investigates the various ways workers are exposed during and after the narrative begins with a discussion of how badly the hospitality hotel industry has been hit in more counties than others, including – India, Europe, China.

The covid 19 pandemic has fundamentally changed the world. The restaurant hotel industry has been hit the hardest by the covid impact. Despite researchers searching every possible way to put the hotel industry in such next level form. The Paper has been introduced to understand the new trends new changes in the food and beverage service hotel industry what all new innovations have been developed what all will be coming next in future the covid has taken the hotel industry far ahead in future what all new technologies been introduced might have not adapted yet but due to pandemic and the social distancing make us to do things which are very new and hygienic.

II. OBJECTIVES

• To identify the new trends of the Food and Beverage industry.
• To analyze the impact of covid 19 in the hotel industry and especially Radisson Blu.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

This study focuses on the new trends and changes in the food and beverage service hotel industry. There are few literature reviews: According to Mr. Mukhles M. AL- ababneh from Al- Hussein bin Talal university who has done research on achieving service recovery through service innovation in the hotel industry, he said many things that can be achieved by enhancing the service quality such as establishing customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, service innovation.

Ms. Ruhi from IFTM University who has done research on reshaping the hotel industry with artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics technology, this project contributes and shares the knowledge about how the hotel industry is going towards artificial intelligence and robotics in the future.

Mr. Rakesh Dani from graphic era university and Mr. Yashwant Singh Rawal from amity university has done research on Impaction of new innovations in food and beverage service hotel industry, how robotics and AI is taking place in the hotel industry as a new era of food and service hotel industry companies like caféX, Zume pizza, Robot themed restaurants are taking a step towards the latest technology and how the covid-19 has put the hotel industry in future so fast.

Mr. Yashwant Singh Rawal from Amity university and Mr. Rakesh Dani from Graphic era university has done the research on next generation trends in food and beverage service sector, like how hotel industry embrace sustainability and environment, how beverage sector is taking a step towards the shots, stick packs, ready to drink teas, enhanced water.

This study is done by Mr. Kyung Hwa Seo and Mr. Jee hye Lee on the topic of the emergence of...
service robots and restaurants: integrating trust perceived risk and satisfaction, they have researched over how the robotics and artificial intelligence takes place and works instead of humans, how well they can perform and will there be some risk as the robotics will be pre-programmed.

IV. Methodology

My project is based on majorly primary data like questionnaire and field survey and some sort of secondary data as well, mainly collected from the books and by my colleagues where as every data is analysed. I have collected more from the books colleagues & ground surveys with my own and very less from the websites and pre research done by the professors and researchers.

V. New Trends in Food & Beverage Industry Post Covid 19

a) The Shortage of labour in restaurant

The biggest shift in the restaurant hotel industry in the post covid world is labour shortage. As the restaurants reopens and they need a fresh start many of the restaurants find a shortage of fully staffed restaurant. Many employees still see the industry as a risk-taking job that is why there’s shortage of employees in the restaurants.

b) Future restaurant business

Restaurant business is not just a post-pandemic issue because traditional business has been in question for decades. How do restaurants need to change to move forward?

c) Transparency and communication

There will be a hyper awareness of safety and sanitation on the part of consumers in the post pandemic world

d) Innovation and creativity

Many restaurants and bars have introduced service extensions such as delivery take away options, most of the companies are going towards health and immunity, next generation plant-based options. These off-premises have been adapted by the consumer widely.

e) Contactless technology and virtual presence

Contactless payments method in the hospitality industry allows the guest to pay without touching anything just with his own card. Contactless delivery allows the guest to take the delivery of food with a contactless method. Contactless delivery & payments method took the industry on the future technology which we couldn’t adapt so easily the covid made us to use it.

f) The new normal era post covid-19

The covid 19 outbreak created a situation that people had never seen before; ushering in a new normal era after the term “covid19” was coined. Because of the pandemic, the before and after corona eras were separated.

g) Contactless purchasing

Most notably, the increase in food service purchasing using untact methods has been observed; the observation has clearly stated that people are more inclined towards contact or contactless services to minimise human contact.

h) Food technology is accelerating

Food technology has accelerated as a result of covid 19. Robotics in food service operations has grown significantly, with many cafes such as Briggo in The United States and lounge X in Korea.

i) Consumer perspective

Consumers in the food service industry have gone through and will continue to go through tremendous changes as a result of covid. Due to covid restrictions on in-dining food service during the pandemic, customers have been unable to enjoy in-dining experiences, though even in the absence of government restrictions, some customers are still hesitant to in-dining due to the possibility of covid transmission.

j) Changes post pandemic

Food service researchers should pay attention to which of the mentioned factors will remain even after the pandemic has passed, such as robotic service and some cleaning and sanitization practises.

k) Employee’s perspective

The pandemic has revealed a high level of risk embedded in the food service Industry in terms of job security from an employee’s perspective. The food service industry has been one of the hardest hit sectors of the economy by the pandemic. Because the food service Industry is notorious for having a high employee turnover rate.

l) Plant based food

Veganism remains popular, with a large market potential as consumers seek healthier lifestyles. As celebrities, celebrity chefs and supermarkets fill the aisles to promote meat-and dairy free diets, the trend is also leveraging the power of the internet to spread the word: Veganuary, a vegan website, offers tips on how to live well without sacrificing taste, as well as educating consumers on balanced diets.

m) Thrive on creativity

According to food consultant and freelance writer David Yip, as most businesses focus on recouping profits and cutting operational costs, the dining trends that emerge will be those that strike a balance between creativity and profitability. In fact, during the pandemic, the industry responded quickly,
for example, by extending lunch and dinner hours and sticking to shorter menus.

Chefs, sommeliers, and mixologists interacted with their guests via virtual dining experiences. Some restaurants and bars “co-work” in the same space, combining their businesses into a single dining experience, which helps to offset rent costs and marry the strengths of their businesses.

n) Ghost kitchens

What exactly is a host kitchen, and is it a viable option? Ghost kitchens rely on food delivery, another hot trend that will continue in 2022. A ghost kitchen is a restaurant that only operates from its kitchen and has no dining area. Ghost kitchens were first introduced in the city where the property rent is so much that a restaurant is impossible to be profitable without a substantial financial backing.

o) Improved packaging

With the increase in food delivery due to covid-19 pandemic, takeout containers and other forms of delivery packaging have seen a significant increase in use. Because delivery packaging is now such an important part of the food service industry expect restaurants to improve their packaging options throughout the year. This year, expect restaurants to improve their delivery packaging by increasing durability, making it reheatable, and using less wasted space to better fit food items.

p) Health-conscious menu will dominate

With an increasing customer preference for a health-conscious diet, the restaurant industry must adapt by adding dishes catering to their health-conscious guests. younger generations are willing to pay more for healthy meals that include buzzwords like GMO-free, all-natural, organic. The rise of vegan cuisine is one recent trend that the hotel industry must catch up with people eating less meat year after year, vegan cuisine is no longer limited to those on full vegan diets, and as a variety expands, it’s becoming more appealing to those on flexitarian, vegetarian and even omnivores.

VI. Data Analysis and Interpretation

Here comes the final result of my survey, I have done a survey among 80 people where I received 60 surveys. There were many questions like age, name, email, gender etc. then afterwards I came to the main survey about the new trends in the food and beverage department post covid 19.

According to the survey 1.7% people are of age group 18 15% are of 19 25% are of 20 15% are of 21 13.3% are of 22 10% are of 24 1.7% are of 25 5% are of 26 and 1.7and% are of 33 age group.

VII. Conclusion

The covid 19 has resulted in a massive change in the hotel industry and pushed it into the future and trends overall economy and society. The way people are ordering the food through the drive through and online orders as well. We learned a lot more about the future by this project, about AI and robotics. I tried my level best to provide the most of the information about the topic and to tell the new trends and what all can come in future. However, the hotel industry is coming back to life and we are putting our best efforts into the hotel industry for the comeback. We have learnt how people have inclined more towards hygiene and sanitation more towards the quality rather than quantity.
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I. Introduction

For any business to thrive understand what the customer wants and needs is essential. The customer preferences are constantly changing. Quick Service Restaurants often referred to as ‘fast food restaurants’ they have a limited menu offering wraps, sandwiches, fried food such as: chicken, burgers, salads and soft drinks. They often offer food as take outs, drive-thru and dining in the restaurant. The interior decor is very less. Fine Dining restaurants offer elaborate food and Beverage in menu, they offer high end formal service and interior decor is elegant at a relatively higher price.

Over the last two years during the COVID-19 pandemic the hospitality industry has been affected and due to lockdown and restrictions there was a rise in home delivery, more customers opted for fast food restaurants but during the post COVID-19 new measures have been put in place so as customers can dine out. Factors affecting the customers preferences include: ambience, hygiene and sanitation, cost, quality of service, timeliness of service, courtesy of the service provider, variety of choices of food and beverage offered restaurants.

In the post COVID-19 era the new measures put in place do influence the customer preferences. These measures include social distancing, servers wearing masks, face shield gloves. Also, fine dining restaurants started offering food delivery.

Quick service restaurants cater to a youths as they are popular places to meet up with friends on their free time and convenient for a student budget. Now a days, young people are more interested for fast food as it tastes amazing, deep-fried food, grilled burgers, soft drinks, while also they are easily located in various places as most, quick service restaurants have franchises as compared to 5 star rated Fine Dining restaurants such as the one in Crowne Plaza greater Noida.

Nevertheless, Fine Dining Restaurant cater to a wider customer range, those seeking healthier options, variety of food and alcoholic and none alcoholic beverage selections, the MICE (Meetings, incentives, conference and exhibition) clientele that are looking to have meetings over lunch, the cooperate clients that use the banquet, spaces within the hotel. The families who plan an outing to celebrate an occasion among other

II. Objectives

To establish the customer preference between Quick Service Restaurants and Fine Dining Restaurant in Hotel Crowne Plaza Greater Noida. Therefore, the specific objectives that will be studied are below:

• Determining customer preference between Fast food restaurants and fine dining.
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• Understanding factors affecting the customers choice when selecting their dining restaurants.
• Understand how the new Covid-19 measures affect customers choice when selecting between fine dining and Quick Service Restaurant.

III. IMPORTANCE

• Government
  The study will be significant to the government as they'll be able to have a body knowledge that will help them create policies and regulations that can be beneficial or the hotel sector. They will be able to assist the hotel industry by providing a conducive business environment for the hotels to fulfill customers preferences.

• Scholars
  This study will provide other scholars and other researchers with literature that can be used for further research on how customer preferences play a big role in the hotel industry especially in regards to Fine Dining Restaurants and Quick Service Restaurants.

• Crowne Plaza
  Crowne Plaza hotel will gain information on how their customers prefer and this can be used to create a better experience and services for their customers.

IV. JUSTIFICATION

First of all, the understanding of what customers prefer is essential for every restaurant so as they are able to satisfy their wants and needs. Secondly the knowledge can be used to refine the standard operating procedures to better retain their customers and even attract new clientele as the best advertisers are the customers who are satisfied with the services rendered.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW

• As per David Njite, Greg Dunn & Lisa Hyunjung Kim (2008), In order to understand what customers would prefer between a Quick Service Restaurant or a fine dining restaurant one has to look at the factors affecting their choice. These factors can be physical such as the interior design or something that cannot be touched but experienced such as the politeness of etiquette of staff. When selecting whether to a quick service restaurant or a fine dining restaurant customers look at facilities availed such as parking, the type of furniture and decor which affects the ambience, cleanliness and hygiene aspects as well is considered. Intangible factors such how cordial the staff are, how willing are the staff when guests need helpand attend to guests even when the restaurant is fully packed and busy, getting the right orders ensuring the bills are correct, howattentive the staff are to the wants and needs of guests. Even a simple thing such as staff remembering the names of repeat customers.

• As discussed by Harr, Ko King Lily, "Service dimensions of service quality impacting customer satisfaction of fine dining restaurants in Singapore" (2008), COVID-19 pandemic has brought about changes in the hospitality sector and other service industries. The impact of it has been felt and there has been steady growth of the hotels and restaurants with implementation of new standard operating procedures. At the beginning when lockdown was imposed and there were lots of restrictions for public area meetings, new measures were taken by restaurant where they created partitions or offered private dining tables, social distancing was maintained in terms of sitting arrangements means fewer tables and sits.

• As explained by Nguyen, Q., Nisar, T.M., Knox, D. and Prabhakar, G.P. (2018), There was also a rise in home delivery which was capitalized by most fast-food restaurants who already were following the concept of takeaway, drive-thru, home delivery and dine in Five-star hotels also started home delivery as they experience less foot traffic in their restaurants an example being Crowne Plaza Greater Noida. Other measures taken include ensuring staff wear masks, gloves and face shield, frequent cleaning and sanitization, providing digital payment platform, QR code menus.

VI. METHODOLOGY

a) Introduction
  The study will indicate the research design, population, and sample size, sampling procedure, data collection instruments, data collection procedures, and finally data analysis and presentation.

b) Research design
  This study will use a descriptive research design. A descriptive research design allows researchers to gather information and summarize, present and interpret data for the purpose of clarification. Therefore, descriptive approach is the best to understand the comparative analysis between fine dining restaurants and quick service restaurants.

c) Study area
  The study will be undertaken at Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. Crowne Plaza is a 5-star hotel located at Greater Noida in India. The study involved customers as the study participants.

d) Study population
  The population of this study will be customers from Crowne Plaza, Greater Noida. The target population will be the customers that will be present at the hotel during collection of data. The respondents will be 72 participants from Crowne Plaza. The participants
must be proficient in English, are above 18 years old, and the participants who gave informed consent.

e) Sampling and Sample Size

Sampling is the procedure of choosing elements such as people or organization from a population of interest. Through the studying of a sample, researchers may impartially generalize their results on the entire population from the sample. A sampling design stipulates the population frame, sample size and its selection, as well as the process of estimating the sample size. Stratified sampling will be used to select the sample of the study. It will involve dividing the population into homogeneous subgroups and then taking a simple random sample in each subgroup. The sample size will be 50% of the target population. Therefore, the sample size will be 72 participants.

VII. Data Collection Methods and Procedure

Questionnaire was prepared and participated were asked questions related to which the preferred fine dining or quick service restaurants. Questions about factors affecting their choice was asked such as, quality of food and service, quantity, cost and value for money, the ambience.

A total of 72 participants filled the questionnaire. Likert scale was used to ask participants to rate their satisfaction of Cleanliness of quick service restaurant and fine dining restaurants, to rate the ambience of Quick Service Restaurant, and to rate their overall experience in Fine dining restaurants of Hotel Crowne Plaza Greater Noida.

VIII. Data Analysis

The collected data in this study was first grouped, edited and checked for completeness. Quantitative data and descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data. The accuracy, reliability and validity of the data collected was done before the data analysis. The data collected was then analyzed and presented in graphs and pie chart along a descriptive analysis of the same findings.

IX. Conclusion

The reason for conducting this research was to study whether customers prefer to dine in Fine dining restaurants in Crowne Plaza Greater Noida or in Quick Service Restaurants. In our survey conducted most participants stated that they preferred to dine in the fine dining restaurants as compared to the Quick Service Restaurant.

In the past three years during the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been lots of changes in consumer trends due to the rise and fall of the number of people infected with Covid-19. Lockdown and other restrictions initially caused more people to order in more or have takeaway as compared to previously where people could easily dine out, in our conducted survey most participants preferred to dine in restaurants than to have food delivery.

From those who ordered online from Quick Service Restaurant majority ordered at least once a week. Participants visited Crowne Plaza greater Noida fine dining restaurants regularly too. Some people still preferred to eat at home due to concern about Covid-19 spread and considering dining out after ensuring the restaurants are following COVID-19 protocols such as social distancing, staff wearing protective gears such as gloves shield and mask.

In the survey conducted for this comparative study variety aspects that affect the customers choices for dining out in restaurants was looked at. The cost of the food and beverage, the quality of food and service, the quantity of food and beverages, the value for money and ambience where the factors were considered by all participants to be very important. Also, a comparison was done for some of these factors. When comparing the quality of food from both restaurants most participants found the food from fine dining restaurant of better quality as compared to Quick Service Restaurant.

When it came to variety of dishes fine dining restaurants had more variety in terms of courses, cuisine the types of beverages and cuisine. When asked about the value for money of food and beverages offered in the fine dining restaurant, the participants were very satisfied despite the prices of food being costlier than in Quick Service Restaurant.

When it comes to celebrating of particular events like birthdays anniversary, romantic dates during valentines or Christmas and new year most participants preferred to visit fine dining restaurants in Crowne Plaza Greater Noida than to celebrate. As the hotel has lavish offers for such holiday, themed décor, curated menu which can be tailored to individual guests. The ambience was considered to be better than that of Quick Service Restaurant.

In terms of cleanliness and Covid-19 measures being followed in the both Quick Service Restaurants and Fine Dining restaurants in Crowne Plaza Greater Noida, most guest were satisfied by the overall standard of practice, but there can be more improvements made in Quick Service Restaurant in terms of how frequently do the sanitization and clearance of table timings.

The overall guest satisfaction for quick service restaurants was rated neutral by most participants eluding that more improvements should be made to make guest have a better experience while for fine dining restaurants in Crowne Plaza Greater Noida the participants had a much higher rating with majority giving a five star or 4 stars.
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Abstract- Customer satisfaction is defined as how customers are satisfied with a company's products, services, and capabilities. Customer satisfaction information, including surveys that help the department to find out the actual problem and start working on it overall at the end it increases the overall value of the hotel.
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I. Introduction

The Indian tourism and hospitality industry are interlinked to each other they worked side by side. India is a country which gives you experiences of multiculture with rich heritage. People travel to india to enjoy this myriad attractions and hospitality enhances the experiences of the travellers. Where people served the rich culture of the India to the travellers.

I have done my industrial training from 5-star property i.e., Crowne plaza, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh Including the core departments and now I am working in front office department As a GSA at Radisson bluKaushambi, delhi NCR.

I came across many new ideas when I was working in front office department and got know how records is being maintained in excel sheets, monitoring of review websites, handling guest complaints, service recovery for any incidentals these things which I have observed.

II. Objectives

- To study and analyses the working situation in front office department post covid
- To findout the loopholes in the department which degrading the guest satisfaction
- Analyses of the service recovery on any incidentals.

III. Literature Review

- After going through this research from Worsfold, K., Fisher, R., McPhail, R., Francis, M., & Thomas, A. (2016), I got know that According to the Worsfold the job statisfaction is directly proportionate to the guest satisfaction and how we can deal with that situation. If employees are satisfied of an department then and only productivity can be increased.
- In this research Kim, T. G., Lee, J. H., & Law, R. (2008), we got know that how IT department is so helpful to get an extraction of all feedbacks and how IT helps to capture the guest feedbacks. According to the Kim IT connects the every department with each other so we can easily transfer the information through system softwares.
- From this review of Foo, L. P., Chin, M. Y., Tan, K. L., & Phuah, K. T. (2021), we got know that how different sector got affected by the COVID-19 and how they deal with that to survive in the market. Post covid situations are different as compared to pre covid in this they differentiate both the situation and tells us how hospitality sector got affected and what all measures they takes to overcome and now hospitality industry is again starting contributing good amount of GDP.

IV. Methodology

This Paper is based upon the both qualitative and quantitative methods of research, the sample papers and the other information which was gathere
through the medium of online media that in the google forms.

For this paper I have personally taken reviews from more than 50 people. I have also met people personally to gather information for the same. The people whom I have taken my reviews from were in age category of 18-50 years that included the permanent employees as well as the trainees that were present in the hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi, Ghaziabad. Based on my survey some bar charts and some pie charts have been generated after conducting the survey. The information that I gathered through the medium sources of my research are almost the accurate and have been checked by the hotel experts and some other people working in the same industry.

Also, apart from primary data I have done the literature reviews from published research papers, published journals, book chapters along with few articles from magazines, google search and some power point presentations available for reading on digital media as secondary data collection.

## V. Graphical Presentation

Research analysis data and the screenshots of the responses collected

### a) Covid-19 protocols are becoming an issue

Post covid there are lot of issue in providing an upscaling in guest service as we can clearly see in this Pie Chart There Are 53% people who strongly agree that protocols such as wearing masks and using sanitizer are somehow annoying the guest overall satisfaction.

![Fig. 1: Protocols of Covid 19](image1)

### b) Training of Staff

This Pie Chart clearly states that most of the people agree that training is required for the staff on the new norms but if you look at different side there are people who thinks that training is not required staff can still Runs the operation smoothly

![Fig. 2: Staff Training Pie chart](image2)

### c) Long Working Hour for Staff

As we all know that Hospitality Industry is 24 hour Operational industry Which Led the staff to work as per the requirement of the operation so sometimes the working hours got extend which affects the courtesy nature of staff
3. Is continuous long working hours do effect the staff courtesy nature?
60 responses

![Fig. 3: Staff long working hours](image)

**d)** **Salary of an employee**

According to the report we got to know that somehow **Salary Plays An Important Role In the Behaviour OF the Staff Sometimes They Feel demotivate when they working more as per the requirement of the operation**

2. The front office staff needs to be trained as per new trends and technics to provide the best customer service?
60 responses

![Fig. 4: Salary Satisfaction](image)

**e)** **Covid-19 Protocols Affecting the guest Satisfaction**

Wearing a mask is the biggest concern these days, without a mask a person should not be going out of his house. I have researched on this and the results came to be good, rest I have presented this in the form of pie chart

5. In your opinion use of COVID-19 protocols are affecting the overall satisfaction of the guest positively?
60 responses

![Fig. 5: Customer Satisfaction](image)

**f)** **Front office staff rating**

We asked people as per your experience please rate the front office staff service as per the hotel standards we got some amazing results but the improvement is always needed no one can be perfect in this world.
VI. Conclusion

After Conducting this research we got to know what actually staff needs and where the management is lacking. This research is important because Radisson Blu Kaushambi is not doing well since after this pandemic breakdown so we need a ground report from staff as well as from guest so we can actually find out that where we are lacking what we need to update in our system. No one asked about the employee how they are working how they are managing themselves in this situation.

After Pandemic hospitality industry faces lot of challenges but still they managed to survive in this pandemic and adopted some new plans to overcome this situation. There are lot of new trends and technology which was implanted after this post-covid and employees learn lot of new things in this pandemic.

Some of the examples of new trends are contactless checkins and checkouts and chat bots for FAQ’s etc.

Hospitality industry is still reviving himself from this outbreaks and getting back on track. This outbreak helps lot of people to learn lot of things and we are hoping that hospitality industry will get evolved with lots of strength, new trends and technology.
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A Study of Employees Satisfaction and its Effect towards Loyalty in the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi

Shubhangee Singh*, Jyoti* & Prof. (Dr.) Rajiv Mishra*

Abstract: There is no easy way to maintain employee loyalty to an organization in order to retain employees. There are several variations that contribute to employee loyalty in the hotel industry such as job development, compensation and rewards, job security and the workplace. Therefore, this study was conducted to study the relationship between these four variables and employee loyalty that could reduce the rate of change in the hotel industry. Based on previous research, there is an important relationship between these variables with employee loyalty. In the study, there is other evidence that can prove that staff loyalty is reliable in these four variables. Therefore, the organization needs to focus more on job development, compensation and rewards, job security and the workplace in order to improve the credibility of their employees in the hotel industry. In this study, researchers conducted the study using questionnaires. Researchers have submitted a list of questions to employees working in the hotel industry. This paper will attempt to identify factors that may contribute to employees staying in their current work environment. In addition, the link between employee satisfaction, co-operation and employee loyalty will be investigated. Managers of many organizations develop their own training programs, benefit packages, performance appraisal and work plan based on their company policy. Usually these policies are aimed at developing loyal employees as this leads to longer durability. When an employee works for a company for a long time it becomes very valuable, especially in the service industry.

Employee satisfaction is the employees who enjoy their positions and feels rewarded for their efforts will ultimately be the most successful, as well as the most beneficial to their companies. Employee satisfaction is also used to describe the employees’ happiness, contented, fulfilling their desires and needs at work. Employee satisfaction is a factor in employee motivation, employee goal achievement, and employee morale in the workplace. A mediocre employee would like to stay in the organization if the employee satisfied with the workplace environment. Moreover, the longer an employee works for a company, the more valuable they are becoming.

Employee satisfaction will directly affect employee loyalty in the hotel industry. commitment. The employer must understand the feelings of his employees and employees who are dealing with any problem he can consult with the advisors provided by the employer. This can increase employee loyalty to the employer by reducing the level of benefits. Employee loyalty can be defined by a process, in which certain attitudes lead to certain behaviors. Integrity has both internal and external dimensions. Integrity is a warm quality that includes devotion, faithfulness, and unwavering allegiance. Internal size is the organs of the senses. It includes the feeling of caring, belonging to others.

The employer-employee between relationships is very important. This may apply indirectly to the hotel industry. In order to retain employees, the employer had provided a compensation and rewards system to encourage their employees to work hard and be honest with them. Compensation clearly indicates the link between the company’s remuneration offered to those who are interested in compensation to work for the company, and those employees who are willing to continue working in the business. Recognition and awards play an important role in agency and career planning programs to attract and retain employees in the hotel industry. Daily interviews make employees feel that their contributions are appreciated by the company. Recognition for their unique qualities and type of recognition may contribute to high work ethic.

II. Objectives

- To study the level of job satisfaction of the employees of Radisson blu kaushambi.
- To analyze the loyalty of employees towards organization.
• To suggest the various measure that helps to the organization for the improving the job satisfaction level among Radisson Employees.

III. Literature Review

According to Gerhart, Minkoff and Olsen (1995) founded that to create closed employment relationship between employees and employers, employers should provide employees with compensation and reward will have result in the organizational commitment.

According to Tsai, Cheng and Chang (2010), employee job satisfaction is very important and organization needs to fulfill the need of an employee in order to gain their satisfactions to have good and loyal employee.

According to De Spiegelaere, Van Gyesand Van Hootegem (2018) and Gerhartet. al. (1995), the study indicates that substance of occupation relationship is discriminating significance to both workers and managers by given the employee compensation to them.

IV. Research Methodology

This Paper is based upon the both qualitative and quantitative methods of research, the sample papers and the other information which was gathered through the medium of online media that is the google forms. For this paper I have personally taken reviews from more than 40 people. I have also met people personally to gather information for the same. The people whom I have taken my reviews from were in age category of 18-50 years that included the permanent employees as well as the trainees that were present in the hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi, Ghaziabad. Based on my survey some bar charts and some pie charts have been generated after conducting the survey. The information that I gathered through the medium sources of my research is almost the accurate and have been checked by the hotel experts and some other people working in the same industry.

V. Data Collection Methods

The gathering of data is an important aspect of every research project. Incorrect data collection can have an impact on the results of an examination and, in the end, result in inaccurate results. Information can be defined as a variable's quantitative or subjective advantages. Numbers, photos, words, figures, realities, and thoughts are all examples of information. Information cannot be perceived; hence to obtain data from it, one must translate it into meaningful data. Information can be decoded using a variety of methods. Information sources are divided into two categories: essential and auxiliary.

Primary information: The information collected directly via direct insight is referred to as primary information. It refers to information obtained for a specific purpose from the field of request, which is unique and more solid, genuine a goal. The important information for the project was acquired primarily through a study technique that included the use of an apparatus poll. As a result, legitimacy takes precedence over supplementary data.

Secondary information: Secondary data is data acquired from a source that has been effectively disseminated in any structure. It's the information concerning an event that hasn’t gone as planned, as determined by the analysts. The purpose of a writing survey in any examination is to increase the exactness of the inquiry by using supplementary material primarily from books, Google, research papers, diaries, and magazines.

Sample of the Survey

VI. Data and Interpretation

This is the result of data collected in a survey conducted by Radisson Blu Kaushambi. Radisson blu kaushambi interviewed 70 people, of which only 47 were interviewed. There are a few things on my profile that I mentioned, like a demographic analysis that addresses age, gender, marital status, and a focus on top employee preferences, satisfaction and hotel loyalty. Following is the data interpretation

Gender

As per the graph represents, there are 57.4% of male, 42.6% are female.

Age Group

Following is the data interpretation
• As per the graph, 0% of people come under the age group of below 18.
• There are 34% of people that belongs to above 18 years of age.

• 17% of people come under above 30.
• 48.9% of them belongs to between 18-30

• As per the graph represents, 66% of people are highly agree that the hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do give performance appraisal regularly. But as same 25.5% people are on the neutral decision that the hotel might be give the performance appraisal.

• 6.4% people are not sure about that the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do give the performance appraisal.
As per the graph represents 57.4% of people are highly agree that the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do provide benefit packages for employees.

25.5% of people are having a neutral decision that the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do provide benefit packages for employees.

10.6% of people are not sure about that the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do provide benefit packages for employees.

6.5% of people are disagree with the Hotel Radisson Blu Kaushambi do provide benefit packages for employees.

As per the graph represents 52.2% of people are highly agree that the workplace environment is significantly important that can affect the employee loyalty towards the organization.

19.6% of people are with the neutral decision that the workplace environment is significantly important that can affect the employee loyalty towards the organization.

19.6% of people are not sure about that the workplace environment is significantly important that can affect the employee loyalty towards the organization.

4.3% of people are disagree that the workplace environment is significantly important that can affect the employee loyalty towards the organization.

4.3% of people are strongly satisfied that the workplace environment is significantly important that can affect the employee loyalty towards the organization.

8.5% of people are strongly dissatisfied that having facility of dropping at night with the maintained record shows that the hotel Radisson blu kaushambi care about the employees.

6.4% of people are strongly satisfied that having facility of dropping at night with the maintained record shows that the hotel Radisson blu kaushambi care about the employees.

VII. Conclusion

This conceptual framework is mainly focusing on finding the probable connection between employee satisfaction and loyalty, in hotel industry. I have found that there are close relationship between employee’s loyalty and satisfaction in an organization. Compensation and rewards, working environment and job security can be the main factors that attract employees to stay with an organization, and it can also be the factors that make the employees quit their job.

Further studies should be conducted to investigate the consequences that contribute to the action taken by the employees. Compensation and rewards, working environment and job security are the factors that lead the employees to be satisfied and loyal, and can be the factors that influence the intention of the employees whether to stay or quit their job.

VIII. Challenges Faced While doing Research Paper

Having a hard time deciding on a topic: This is the first challenge that everybody who writes a research paper
will face. It is a vital phase in writing a study since it must be conquered before anything else can be done. Choosing the correct topic for your study can be difficult unless you examine elements like these: Is it a topic that you are interested in? Do you know everything there is to know about the subject? Do you have the necessary resources to write about such a subject?

*Lack of confidence:* One of the most common issues among researchers is a lack of self-confidence. Researchers who have poor self-esteem are less motivated, which has an impact on the quality of their job. As we are working on this research paper, I am experiencing a lot of self-doubts. We don't know why this happened, but we're confident in what we've accomplished.

*Inadequate data:* A lack of data could be a concern. Many business centers believe that researchers may misuse their information. This has an impact on the research's objective, as that data may be the most important. Because my topic isn't very well-known, we're having trouble gathering statistics about it.

*Inadequate scientific training:* The study technique is unstructured. Many researchers conduct a study with little or no understanding of research methods. Even directors do not have a complete understanding of the various techniques. Researchers should be well-versed in all parts of the research process before embarking on projects. We're conducting research.

*Time management:* It takes a lot of time to master new abilities and put them into practice. Taking the time to do in-depth research and write a high-quality research paper becomes impossible in such a situation. Time management is the most difficult difficulty because we are conducting research for the first time and hence are unable to manage our time well.
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Abstract- Modern technology it come to spread everywhere it can be likened to a huge web, connecting all area by change. We may make significant changes in our process of doing business by using machines, but it is the change in every nature of what we do, brought about by the social change induced through the machines, that is the real meaning of technology to business. As a result of the far – reaching changes in the technology. We can no longer think or talk usefully of just a computer.

I. Introduction

Domestic and international tourism has been steadily growing for several years. The revenue generated from lodging, food and beverage, and other services provided to this large influx of travellers has propelled the leisure and hospitality industry to the forefront of the global economy. To adapt to the changing consumption and travel behaviours of the evolving customer base, experts in the field argue for significant improvements in the type and quality of hospitality services. These enhancements are specifically aimed at attracting a new generation of technophile travellers on a tight budget. The implementation of these enhancements adds up to a total overhaul of the service packages and underlying technological framework currently used by hospitality service providers (HSP). Personalization of experiences and digitalization of services should be the goals of these enhancements.

Personalization of experiences is required to market services to people travelling on a tight budget. Personalization creates unique guest experiences by incorporating flexibility and customizability into the service packages on offer. Most of the current HSP packages bundle various combinations of popular services in various price brackets with little to no negotiating power. This forces travelers to choose between everything and nothing, and they usually choose the latter. If HSP offers more flexible service package options, guests can tailor their experience to their preferences and budgets. The process of creating personalised value propositions for each guest can be greatly aided by using an effective technological platform to manage the interaction between guests and service providers can significantly simplify the process of crafting personalised value propositions for each guest. To attract technophile visitors, services must be digitalized. The goal of service digitalization is to transition to a digital business model by bringing hospitality services to the guests' fingertips. A digital service platform allows guests to browse, plan, and select activities at their leisure, allowing for the seamless integration of technology into their travel experience. Digital services that entice technophile guests include booking and reservation services, location-based services and personalized communication, and social media integration. Guests can be rewarded with special incentives such as loyalty points, coupons, and bonuses.

II. Objectives

The overall goal of the project is to investigate the role of modern technology in the management of a hospitality establishment. As a result, the specific goals are as follows

• To investigate the roles of modern technology in hospitality management.
• To investigate the effects of modern technology on hospitality management.
• Determine whether modern technology has given hospitality businesses new strategic options and opportunities.

III. Research Methodology

The research methodology employs both primary and secondary data. The primary data was gathered using questionnaires, which consisted of 20 questions related to a study on modern technology in hospitality management. The questions are divided into two sections. Section A contains five demographic questions, and Section B contains 15 topic-related questions.

Secondary data sources include newspapers, various research papers, articles, documents, and the internet, among others.
IV. Literature Review

"Melissa Santos – 2022"

The role of modern technology in hospitality management." The role of modern technology in hospitality management cannot be overstated in this study. Today's market wisdom suggests that hospitality companies must embrace technology in order to compete with traditional competitors as well as new entrants who build their businesses with cutting-edge technology. In this changing environment, new distribution models must be developed to lead the charge. A strategic information management function should facilitate its enterprise's business mission through managed information technology, which is possible with modern technology.

"Technology in the Hospitality Industry: Challenges and Opportunities," Prasanna Kansakar, Arslan Munir, and Neda Shabani.

The leisure and hospitality industry is a major driver of the global economy. In recent years, the widespread adoption of new technologies in this industry has fundamentally reshaped the way services are provided and received. In this paper, we will look at some of the cutting-edge technologies being used in the hospitality industry today and how they are improving guest experiences and changing the hospitality service platform. We also see some potential future hospitality services as the internet of things technology advances.

V. Data Analysis and Interpretation

- According to first survey I have getter 11 Responses out of 20 in which 27% are male and 72.7% are male.
- The survey second where I have asked if the guest prefer modern technology I have got 100% positive responses.
- According to graph 4, 81.8% people agreed that modern tech are more advance and 18.2% people this modern technology should not be use.

According to this data there is 90.9% people think that a person's modesty is defined through his/her way of performing tasks, whereas only 9.1% people don't think like so.

VI. Interpretation

As an action, the purpose of researching my specific topic can be realized through the analysis of the data I have collected. In order to begin the data analysis process, I will first need to reduce my data into a format that can be easily analysis. As from the data and responses that I have got I can say that people think that modern technologies has helped the hotel industry in the larger scale.

It helps in specially reducing their effort and saves lots of time. And also I have asked random question to people from them. I would like to conclude that using of machines increase the maintenance cost but still they find it easier so they are for the motion that modern technologies have helped the hotel industry.

VII. Conclusion

Modern technology has transformed the distribution of hospitality outfit products into an electronic market-place where information can be accessed instantly. Principals and customers continue to interact in unprecedented ways. The rapid advancement of modern technology has necessitated the re-engineering of the entire production and distribution process for hospitality outfit products.

As a result of this technological explosion, hospitality outfit packaging is becoming much more
individualistic, inevitably leading to some degree of channel disintermediation, a process that will offer new opportunities and threats to all Hospitality organisations.

The goal of researching my specific topic can be realised as an action by analysing the data I have gathered. To begin the data analysis process, I will need to first convert my data into a format that can be easily analysed.

According to the data and responses I have received, people believe that modern technologies have aided the hotel industry on a larger scale. It assists them in reducing their effort and saving time. Also, I asked random questions to people, and I would like to conclude that using machines increases maintenance costs, but they find it easier, so they are in favour of modern technologies.

The purpose of researching my specific topic can be realised as an action by analysing the data I have gathered. To begin the data analysis process, I will need to first reduce my data into a format that can be easily analysed.

According to the data and responses I have received, people believe that modern technologies have aided the hotel industry on a large scale. It aids in reducing their effort and saving time. And I have also asked random questions to people from their I would like to conclude that using machines increases the maintenance cost but they find it easier so they are for the motion that modern technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A crisis is a “low probability, high impact event that threatens the viability of the hotel and is characterized by ambiguity of cause, effects and means of resolution, as well as by a belief that decisions must be made swiftly” (Karam, 2018). The hospitality and tourism industries have been exposed to crises that are “natural like earthquakes and floods, environmental like oil leakages, geopolitical like terrorism attacks, political disturbances or wars, social crimes or road accidents and epidemic diseases” (Jawabreh, 2019). Sawalha, Jraisat and Al-Qudah (2013) found that social unrest, terrorism, political instability and financial problems were the major crises that hotels in Jordan were exposed to. The Standing Committee for Economic and Commercial Cooperation of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation-COMCEC (2017) on the other hand highlighted fraud, floods, terrorism, political unrest, crime, fire and climate change as crises facing the tourism industry. The year 2019 witnessed the beginning of a global crisis and health pandemic, the covid-19. The covid-19 or coronavirus disease first emerged in Wuhan China on 31st December 2019 but spread across the world (World Health Organization WHO 2020; 2021). The contagious disease has infected and/or killed many people (Worldometers, 2020; 2021). The covid-19 was declared a public health emergency of international concern on 30th January 2020 and global pandemic on 11th March 2020 (WHO 2020). Crises can have negative and positive effects on industries and societies (Karunathilake, 2020). The hotel, hospitality and tourism industries have suffered damages resulting from the covid-19 pandemic. Decline in visitor arrivals with consequent staff layoffs, reduction in business turnover and profits, falling government tax revenues, reluctance to invest by overseas and domestic entrepreneurs and reduced customer numbers are some of the damages that result from crises in the hospitality and tourism industries (COMCEC, 2017).

II. OBJECTIVES

- To study and analyse the working environment in Radisson blu Greater Noida.
- To find out the problems across the department.
- To study how hotels overcome the strategies of post covid-19.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

The negative effects of crises on the hospitality and tourism industries have been evident during the covid-19 pandemic (Sigala, 2020). Travel was restricted as most countries banned national, regional and international flights, cruise and travel (Biwota, 2020). National curfews and lockdowns restricting movement were moreover imposed globally (Gursoy and Chi, 2020). These restrictions were aimed at curbing the spread of the disease.
Consequently, the United Nations World Tourism Organization-UNWTO predicted that international tourist arrivals could decline by 20% to 30% in 2020 due to the border closures leading to major financial and job loss (UNWTO, 2020).

- In Kenya, the Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA) revealed that the covid-19 crisis affected the country’s international and domestic tourism source markets thus reducing tourist arrivals (KEPSA, 2020). Hospitality facilities in the country were also forced to stop operations in March 2020 and food service businesses such as restaurants were encouraged to offer deliveries and takeaways only (Standard Newspaper Kenya 2020). There were moreover restrictions and cancellations of business-related travel such as conferences (KEPSA 2020) and events like festivals, funerals and weddings. Bars and golf courses were eventually closed. These resulted to a drop in the number of hospitality customers. Some hotels therefore had to temporarily or permanently stop operating (Standard Newspaper Kenya 2020). However, other hotels, both locally and globally, took advantage of emerging business opportunities by turning their establishments into covid-19 quarantine and isolation facilities (Standard Newspaper Kenya, 2020) and hosting covid-19 frontline health workers who needed accommodation (Kaushal and Srivastava, 2021).

- By early December 2020, several countries had developed vaccines to manage covid-19 (WHO, 2020). These vaccines were eventually rolled out across the world. However, it emerged that covid-19 manifested in waves meaning that the number of confirmed cases would surge over different periods of time (Africa Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020).

IV. Methodology

This Paper is based upon both qualitative and quantitative methods of research, the sample papers and the other information which was gathered through the medium of online media that is the google forms. For this paper I have personally taken reviews from more than 50 people. I have also met people personally to gather information for the same. The people whom I have taken my reviews from were in the age category of 18-50 years that included the people whom I have taken my reviews from were in the permanent employees as well as the trainees that were present in the hotel Radisson Blu, Greater Noida. Based on my survey some bar charts and some pie charts have been generated after conducting the survey. The information that I gathered through the medium sources of my research are almost the accurate and have been checked by the hotel experts and some other people working in the same industry.

V. Data Sources

a) Primary Data Sources

My primary data source will be my observations during my onsite training in Radisson Blu Greater Noida and my questionnaires survey, observations while handling the strategies of post covid.

b) Research analysis data

1. The Staff of Radission Blu Greater Noida is providing best hospitality

   We took a survey to get to know a few things we asked people about that the staff of radisson blu greater Noida is providing best hospitality and we got tp knows that 85.7 % of people agree about that and 14.3% are disagree of that.

2. Radisson blu is taking care of all the covid safety measures

   As we did a survey of that and we got to know that all the staff is taking care of all the covid safety measures and the result is 100%.

3. Radisson Blu staff is wearing mask and gloves

   We asked people, ‘‘Do you observe covid protocols in Radisson blu then we got to know that yes people observe and they also have the proper sanitizing dispenser for guests in most of the place of the hotel.

4. Is the staff aware about the hotel policies?

   As we discussed with people who visit Radisson blu greater Noida and in the survey we got to know that people agree that staff is fully aware about the hotel policies.

5. Do you recommend the hotel Radisson Blu Greater Noida to visit and stay?

   We did a survey on this and we got to know that people are happy and satisfied with the staff and services provided by radisson blu Greater Noida and they really recommend the hotel and want to visit and stay again.

6. How would you rate the staff of the front office department of Radisson Blu Greater Noida?

   We asked people how much they would rate the front office department on the scale of 5-5 and 10-10 and we got some good results. It shows the Front office department is working good and hard.

7. Do you feel secure and safe in the rooms of Radisson Blu Greater Noida?

   According to this survey, we know that Yes people feel safe and secure in the premises of radisson blu greater Noida and why not because it’s a 5 star property and it’s a brand and brand always takes care about the guest satisfaction and cares about them.

8. Does the Front Office Department of Radisson Blu Greater Noida follow the SOPs of the hotel?
According to the survey we got to know that people 100% agree that the front office department of radisson blu greater Noida follows the SOPs of hotels.

As it’s a brand and brand always follows all the SOPs given by the company and as it’s an international brand and people also think and suggest 100%.

9. Do you feel the room is properly sanitized by the Hotel?

As we did a survey and we found out that some people are happy with that and some people are not happy and if we talk about the percentage than 75% people agree and 25% percent people do not agree.

VI. Conclusion

Through this research I got to know various things about how employees are working in this situation and keeping the standards high. By this research we are able to get to know what exactly the employees think about the department and how they feel working in this situation.

After the pre-covid era the challenging part is to overcome this situation and get back to the new normal and that’s what the hospitality industry does so well and is still now.

We put shield face masks to ensure 100% safety of the guest contactless check ins and check outs introduced during this era and people started getting used to this new normal.

We hope that the hospitality industry grows as fast as possible!
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I. Introduction

Indian cuisine, you will find many recipes that have been mixed and matched. Like Gujarati Barfi has a new form in South India – Pidi Kozhukattai. Every cuisine has done some mix and match and created a recipe history. We all need variety and fusion is able to provide us with the kind of variety we like to have in our food. It is the best compilation of various cuisines. It gives a new taste and new look to your existing recipes of a particular cuisine that you have been eating for ages. Fusion recipes are best for those who are always longing for new tastes every time for a new taste.

II. Objectives

- To study about fusion cuisine.
- To identify the innovation and infusion in Indian cuisine.
- To study fusion Indian recipes.
- To study about the Indian dessert.
- To bring the new techniques of making of cuisines.
- New procedures of making Indian cuisines will help generate more revenue in hotels.

Scope of the study

There is a change in technology and it is used by the food industry and popular in the food industry. This kind of study will help the chef’s to come up with new ideas of making Indian cuisines.

III. Research Methodology

a) Research Design

This research is descriptive in nature as the study carried out the survey questioning, which is an attribute of descriptive research. Data Collection A researcher can use either secondary or primary or both the research methods to collect the information depending on the research need and depth of information & coverage needed. In this particular research, researchers have used both the primary and secondary research methods to collect the information.

b) Primary data

To collect the primary data researcher has made a questionnaire. Target Respondents: Customers.

c) Secondary data

S data was collected from the following sources:
- Website
- Newspaper
- Magazines
- Project Material.

Research methods can be put into the following three groups. First we include those methods which are concerned with the collection of data; these methods will be used where the data already available are not sufficient to arrive at the required solution. The second consists of those statistical Techniques, which are used for establishing relationships between variables. The group consists of those methods which are used to evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained. Research methods refer to the behavior and instruments used in selecting and constructing research techniques. Information from the internet, library research and analysis in the field.
IV. **Indian Fusion Cuisine**

a) **Copycat Starbucks Matcha Espresso Fusion**
   It is a layered Matcha drink that you will instantly fall in love with. It has been dramatized with matcha mix, then vanilla beans drink, coconut milk & top layer is espresso shot. Don’t forget to take a picture and put it on Instagram. This one will be really fun.

b) **Motichoor Golgappe with Basundi Shots**
   And it’s just wow! What a heroic entry on your table. Never think it’s impossible because some mix & match are really unexplainable. I rest my case by putting the recipe here. Check out now.

c) **Gulkand Strawberry Milkshake**
   Very fresh, sweet, subtle taste, natural and light milkshake for any time in the year. It can be your momma’s drink or a treat to your sister. How about the idea?

   Krupatti Coffee Krupatti Coffee is one of the healthiest forms of coffee. All the coffee lovers must try this unique fusion recipe. It is a popular drink in Tamil Nadu. It is an evening drink with your 5.00 pm snacks. You will not believe the chef has added palm jaggery in it which makes it the healthiest coffee on this planet.

d) **Raspberry Shikanji**
   So Indians love spiced things and this is how the drink will satisfy you. This is a fusion drink with complete health benefits. This Shikanji is a spiced lemonade flavor added with lots of healthy ingredients like jaggery, cumin powder, mint, basil, ginger and lime juice. This is the perfect fusion to try in your diet.

e) **Paan Milkshake**
   Having Paan Flavor with ice cream & desserts has been done for a long time. Now enjoy this fusion Paan milkshake. This milkshake will refresh your guest and refresh the meeting as well. The flavor is really awesome because it has been made with a twist.

V. **Indian Fusion Appetizers**

a) **Tandoori Honey Lime Chicken**
   Plan a BBQ party at home with your guests and serve them fusion Tandoori Lime Chicken. The taste will just make your guest go in such a beautiful night feeling.

b) **Dhokla Sushi With Bell peppers**
   If you ever wonder how Indian sushi can go like then yes never forget to add dhokla with sushi. See we Indians find our way even in food. We are proud of this recipe and so you will be too. Try it with your guests.

c) **Football Chicken**
   It is loved by all ages. So if your party has small kids also they will be just mesmerized with your food choice.

VI. **Indian Fusion Desert**

a) **Carrots and fudge cups filled with ice cream**
   Best fusion of carrot and vanilla ice cream – enjoy before it melts. Natively made Gajrela is a well-known dish frequently made on Vaisakhi. The encouraging sweet treat is frequently served warm with a scoop of frozen yogurt or MalaiKulf.

b) **Quinoa Apple Kheer**
   Old love is a new love – kheer. Wealthy in cell reinforcements, fiber and minerals, it can assimilate bounteous measures of water, which makes it ideal for making kheer.

c) **Turmeric Ice Cream**
   Turmeric is our old therapy in every house, especially by our moms. It is the most powerful antibiotic spice on the planet. So here we bring you the most powerful ice cream. Check out the wonderful recipe.

d) **Avocado Kalakand**
   If you are new to listening to Kalakand then readers, I would like to tell you that Kalakand is a famous sweet dish recipe in Rajasthan. It is made with sweetened milk & paneer. This recipe has taken a new league by adding avocado in kalakand making it a healthy option.
VII. Data Analysis

As per the graph, 19.7% employees are under the age of 21 years.

Gender

- Male: 51.5%
- Female: 18.5%
- Other: 20%
- Missing: 5.5%

As per the graph, 18.5% of females 81.5% male.

The hotel industry is considered to be the most important branch of tourism and the Most significant type of accommodation because of its ability to provide revenue and satisfy the needs of the guests. The innovations of the hotel were grouped according to the innovation activity and the source of innovation. From the literature review, one will get detailed and justified analysis, according to Saunders et al (2007, p. 595). It gives the Literature’s merits and faults commentary within a defined arena that mainly demonstrates Familiarity about the known facts of the research topic. Literature review is substantive findings From secondary sources, and theoretically and methodologically contributed towards research Objectives. It is basically a structurally consistent flow of logical ideas to preface the Research paper. Innovation is basically a positive change. Organization analyst has defined it as many ways as stated below:

In the hotel industry, there are major five elements where innovation takes place. It can be Product and service innovation, process innovation, logistics innovation, market innovation or institutional innovation.

Product and service innovations: For sustainable growth and to achieve remarkable bottom line, it is needed strategic development in the field of product and service innovation.

Process Innovations: New ways of services are created by the hotelier to offer to the customers. In the unique service delivery process, customers are also taken into consideration for new roles. Hotels are upgrading their flow of work process with adopting technology, like automated services for front and back office. Because of the process innovation there is improvement in the efficiency in the delivery of services to the customer.

Process Innovations in Information Handling (Logistics Innovation): The flows of information in the organization are now getting faster. Due to the busy schedule of guests, hoteliers are providing complete information on the internet so that it will be easier for them to book a suite from a single window. Now hoteliers are managing supply chain relationships with travelling agents, courier services, and tourism so that it will be convenient for guests.

VIII. Conclusion

How India transforms itself during this time. I have spent many years feeding people lots of ice cream and desserts and being a part of all the merrymaking. I truly miss it now that I no longer live in the city. Indulging in good food and especially sweets is an integral part of any Indian festival. However, when a festival becomes a week-long celebration, it adds up to a lot of indulgence and calories. Eating out excessively does tend to be harsh on your body. For me, the way to anyone’s heart is through the stomach and there is nothing more rewarding than cooking a meal for your loved ones and bonding over that. Homemade mishti can get you lots of brownie points. While the traditional mishti is always there, it is the Western desserts that appeal more to the younger generation. Get creative by blending in the best of both to make some innovative desserts with a desi touch and you will be a star. We all love our mishti doi but it’s always nice to spruce it up a bit. Who doesn’t like change? I often make a fruit parfait in a glass with layers of broken cake, mishti doi and fresh fruits. If you want to be healthier, You could use plain yogurt sweetened with a drizzle of honey or fresh fruit puree. Assemble your dessert as in the picture below. Cling wrap and refrigerate. You have a ready-to-serve dessert when guests drop by. You could make smaller portions in little shot glasses or elegant bowls too. If you are one of those health buffs who prefer to avoid white flour (maida), processed sugar and other such stuff, there are plenty of healthy desserts and cakes you can indulge in without breaking your routine. My little one has a sweet tooth and I end up baking all these healthy goodies for him which are low in sugar and free of preservatives and artificial add-ons. In fact, as the Pujas are also about school holidays and the kids are at home, baking is a great way to keep those little hands and minds busy. I hope I have inspired you to get cracking and bring out the dessert chef in you. Sometimes the simplest of dishes taste the best. Tea-based dishes and desserts are trending now. I have been working on some interesting tea-infused recipes with Karma Kettle, an India-based gourmet tea company. This is a delicate Earl Grey panna cotta, but you could do the same with regular black tea or a masala chai mix. This is my take on the narkel sandesh.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first case found in Wuhan, Hubei, china. China government identifies the new virus spread fast in the Wuhan city. The Chinese government informs the world health organization after that the WHO declares this virus as pandemic on 30 January. This Covid virus become worldwide pandemic; create a global health issue and economic crisis. Every country seals their border, international flights are closed, and after that everything is under the lockdown. The lockdown is happened not only in small country, more developed country is also under lockdown.

This covid 19 affect the all sector across the globe but the hotel and tourism industry affected more by this covid virus. The hotel industry is one of the fastest growing sectors in the world but after covid hotel industry growth decreases. The Indian hotel industry faces the same problem. Some of the Indian hotel are shut down or closed due to covid 19 and economic crisis. More and more Hotel staff lost their job not only in Indian, even worldwide. As Per international economics times or research the hospitality or tourism industry take slots of time to boon again and become the fastest growing economy and more job offering area as well.

After post covid 19 hospitality industry reopening process has slowly start. Government has started to give relief in restriction. Example like all dine restaurant are reopen but minimum capacity and strict social distancing. Government also reduces restriction on domestic and international flight. The hospitality and tourism industry try to overcome with new strategies, to run business.

II. OBJECTIVES

• To study the impact of covid 19 in housekeeping department in hotel industry.
• To study that what are the latest trend used in housekeeping department after post covid 19.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review offer you the knowledge of different kinds of studies which has been done out to explore study the comparative study of changes in trends in housekeeping department before and after covid 19. this literature review provides you adequate study of the changes in housekeeping department before covid and after covid.

According to Mr. Harish Kumar from vidya jyoti university, Chandigarh. He studied that housekeeping is not only about cleanliness, housekeeping department maintain the hotel by adopting the new trends to provide best comfort or best service to the guest. This is very important for every hotel to incorporate with the new housekeeping trends after covid 19.

According to Mr. Sanjay Kumar, Suman gosh and Banani mondal from IHMA studied that they analyses housekeeping department role in covid 19. This study directly indicates that housekeeping department required changes by trend to provide best comfort and healthy environment to the guest.

According to Mrs. Asmita Patil and Mrs. Ashwini Talalulikar from Dr. DY Patil institute of hotel management and catering technology studied that housekeeping department play most important role for providing delightful experience and best cleanliness environment to the guest with the help of latest trend introduced after covid 19.

According to Mr. Amandeep Singh from Chandigarh group of college, Chandigarh. Studied that...
housekeeping is not only about cleanliness but also maintain the upkeep of the hotel by adopting new trends and practices in housekeeping.

According to Mr. M Karthik from Bharat University, Chennai. Studied that hotel housekeeping need revolutionary for best housekeeping practices. The housekeeping department is very physically fit and mentally as well. The new innovative trend must be incorporate in hotel housekeeping.

In my research I am going to mentioned about covid impact on hospitality industry and after covid what are the new trend introduced in housekeeping department in hotel industry and also I compare the earlier trend and new trends of housekeeping department.

IV. Research Methodology

• This research paper is mostly based on primary data source and little bit secondary data source. The primary data source is collected from the various sources such as websites research paper, hotel staff, books and from questionnaire. I collected the primary data which is required for this paper from report of the IHM research paper and other related information is collected from the other journals and research paper. Every data is analyzed.
• The extra details the studies approach the technique and record collection, the choice of the sample. The studies technique the kind of record analysis the moral issue and the studies boundaries of the mission as such the proposed studies took the shape of a current subject.

V. Housekeeping

The most significant aspect of the hotel sector is housekeeping, which is responsible for the cleanliness of the room, the back area, the public area and maintenance. Housekeeping is the back bone of every department in a hotel. Cleaning is not only the aspect of housekeeping, it includes keeping the work environment clean and organized, preventing slip and strip risks on the floor, and removing waste. In this covid era housekeeping plays a critical role in preventing the spread of covid 19 viruses and providing the highest level of cleanliness and hygiene to guests.

The major role of the housekeeping is to provide best facility to the guest by cleanliness and assist guest when necessary.
• Most important two points about housekeeping is housekeeping gives best contribution in hotels and housekeeping department is also known as Eye for details means GSA check the departure room if there is missing something the GSA informs the department.
• Housekeeping department is also responsible for the lost and found procedure this department takes care the guest goods which is left or forgot by the guest.
• Housekeeping department play a vital role of the success of the hotel. This department is the highest revenue generator of the hotel.

Housekeeping face has changed now housekeeping department is no more considered to be back of the house department of the hotel.
• Housekeeping department responsible for providing largest share of profit to the
• After post covid housekeeping department play a vital role in hospitality department. Housekeeping performs detailed work in guest rooms and entire hotel. Housekeeping department becoming day by day more mechanized and scientific. In this present era maintaining hotel is tough but satisfying guest after post covid is very tough. For best satisfaction hotel changes in trends after post covid which is quiet differ to earlier trends.

Trends before Covid 19

The standard operating procedure of room cleaning is simple. For example:
• Enter in the guest room
• Prepare to clean the room
• Clean the guest room
• Placing the guest room supplies
• Making the guest bed
• Clean the bathroom
• Re check the room once again
• The temperature of water in laundry department is normal for cleaning the guest clothes and soiled linen. The agents are also simple which is used in laundry department in hotel.
• Room cleaning is mandatory for every room whether its check in room or check out room.
• Housekeeping staff providing modern amenities or supplies in guest room.
• The water tap which is in guest room or other hotel premises area are open by hand.

Trends after Post Covid 19

• After post covid 19 the standard operating procedure of cleanliness are complex. For example Wear clubs, masks and face shield then enter in guest room.
• Before start to clean the room sanitize the whole room
• Then clean the room
• Place all the supplies but all the supplies should sanitized
• Making the guest bed with new sheets
• Clean the bathroom with complex agent
• After cleaning the room, again sanitize the room or (if guest want sanitization in front of him, then again sanitize the room).
• After post covid the water temperature are rise in laundry department while washing guest clothes and soiled linen. Hotel rise the temperature to kill covid virus because bacteria and germs are killed at maximum temperature.
• After post covid some hotel change room cleaning policy. Room cleaning is totally depends on guest, if guest want room cleaning twice, once a week , once a month, the housekeeping staff have to follow it.
• After covid 19, very interesting that hotels are go with going green. Going green is the latest trend in which housekeeping staff provide ecofriendly amenities to guest. Ecofriendly product is natural, not harm the health. Because after covid guest are very protective for their health.
• The water tap which is in guest room or other hotels premises, water tap are changed. The new water tap are working with the help of sensors. No hand touch, it also helps to prevent covid 19.
• In guest room there is one tiny fridge found which is stocked with alcoholic beverages, juice, wafers are called as mini bar. These mini bars found in almost every hotel. It is used to a luxury but after covid housekeeping staff completely stopped filling the mini bars with beverages and goodies. The mini bar is only filled at the request of guest.
• It is very interesting that after covid housekeeping staff provides extra mask and sanitizer as add on service.
• After covid 19, opt-in trend introduced in housekeeping department. Lots of hotel gone with opt-in versus opt-out for housekeeping department. In this trend assumed that guest not received housekeeping service during their stay except towel and toiletries provided in the room based on no of night and no of guest in.

VI. Conclusion

Through this study, I attempted to bring attention to the covid 19 pandemic, how the virus has affected the world fastest growing economy, & new trends in housekeeping before and after the covid 19. We can learn about the changes that have occurred in the housekeeping trend and approach by conducting this investigation. Everybody is aware about covid 19 virus. In December 2019, the first case was discovered in Wuhan, china. This covid 19 virus has spread rapidly around the world, resulting in a pandemic. The entire world is on lockdown; foreign flights are cancelled, local’s planes are cancelled, and everything is shut down. This has an impact on the hotel and tourism industries; many employees have lost their jobs as a result of the pandemic and numerous five star properties have shuttered.

Following the epidemic, there was a big challenge in reopening hotels and preventing covid. In order to avoid covid 19, cleanliness has a critical role. Cleanliness is merely one aspect of housekeeping.

The hotels upkeep is regularly maintained by the housekeeping crew, which keeps up with new trends & method in housekeeping. After the post covid 19 virus, hotel housekeeping department started & initiated, for example, providing masks and sanitizer upon arrival, sanitizing the room before and after room cleaning, many hotel began installing automatic sanitizer machine in the room washroom and lobby washroom & other trends were introduced.

Our hospitality business will continue to grow rapidly in the future. We’re looking forward to seeing more housekeeping trends in the future.
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Introduction

Neighborliness innovation is the name used to portray a wide scope of IT, internet business and comparable innovation arrangements inside the friendliness business. The utilization of this innovation is ordinarily planned to either make life more straightforward for a business’ workers, or to work on the general insight for friendship clients. This can be accomplished in various ways. For instance, accommodation tech might assist with expanding mechanization and facilitate the responsibility for staff. Moreover, it very well may be planned to make processes quicker, which might actually set aside cash as well as time. On the other hand, it could assist clients at various focuses along the client with traveling. It is basic to not just monitor the most recent innovation patterns in the cordiality business, however to move with the times, on the grounds that the business is profoundly serious and the individuals who don’t adjust are abandoned. Keeping your finger on the beat is particularly fundamental inside the setting of COVID, in light of the fact that client assumptions and necessities are consistently moving. The friendliness area is incredibly aggressive and this makes it crucial for stay aware of the extremely most recent cordiality innovation patterns. Innovation can assist organizations with smoothing out their cycles, diminish costs, lower staff jobs, increment income age potential and work fair and square of client experience is conveyed. By utilizing the most recent innovation, it very well might be feasible to work on the exactness of work to a level that would be challenging for human staff to accomplish all alone. Innovation arrangements can likewise make work more reasonable and may make it simpler to satisfy the undeniably elevated requirements that the present clients have. Motivations to Stay Up to Date with the Latest Hospitality Technology Trends? Maybe the single most compelling motivation why it is vital to stay aware of the most recent neighborliness innovation patterns is that numerous different organizations will. This implies neglecting to keep up could furnish rival organizations with a critical upper hand, particularly assuming they embrace innovation that requests to clients, while you go on as expected. Obviously, as recent fads arise and as innovation turns out to be generally utilized, the clients inside that industry will begin to hope to see specific things. This makes cordiality tech fundamental.
for satisfying client hopes. In the meantime, you can likewise acquire a strategic advantage over any adversaries who have not embraced the new tech. Embracing the most recent patterns likewise implies you can gain this headway a nonstop component. Assuming you fall behind latest things, redesigning innovation, later on, may turn out to be more troublesome, in light of the fact that preparing necessities might be greater. Obviously, as recent fads arise and as innovation turns out to be broadly utilized, the clients inside that industry will begin to hope to see specific things. This makes accommodation tech fundamental for satisfying client hopes. In the interim, you can likewise acquire an upper hand over any opponents who have not embraced the new tech. Embracing the most recent patterns likewise implies you can gain this headway a persistent element. Assuming you fall behind latest things, updating innovation, later on, may turn out to be more troublesome, on the grounds that preparing prerequisites might be greater. A pattern can be depicted as a summed-up change, advancement, change in conduct, or an overarching propensity that can be seen inside a specific field. Various advancements have been liable for changes in shopper conduct and that has accordingly prompted the development of new cordiality tech patterns. Mechanical advances play had a critical influence, particularly with respect to the far-reaching reception of voice search, increased reality, computerized reasoning and the Internet of Things. Contactless installments have become more famous in retail settings, while versatile registrations have arisen in lodgings, cafés and air terminals. A large number of these advancements have developed on the grounds that they help to diminish grinding, and cut holding up times. It is likewise essential to take note of that the Covid pandemic has sped up certain ways of behaving, particularly with respect to cleanliness. This unequivocally affects contactless installment innovation and versatile registrations, alongside cleaning innovation, like cleaning robots, as these all-limit direct human-to-human contact.

II. Need of the Study

To learn about Contactless installments, offer various benefits for inns, resorts, eateries, bars and bistros, which is the reason this has been among the principal innovation patterns inside the accommodation business as of late. Beside accelerating installments and further developing consumer loyalty, contactless tech is likewise effectively viable with unwaveringness programs. Versatile contactless installments are conceivable regardless of whether clients have their wallets with them, or regardless of whether their charge card has been lost. Furthermore, with COVID solidly in the personalities of inn visitors and other friendliness clients, contactless installments can likewise offer a magnificent method for decreasing human-to-human contact. One of the most interesting innovations drifts the accommodation business is having the opportunity to grasp with is the ascent of advanced mechanics and the utilization of robots to complete errands generally performed by people. For example, robots can possess an attendant job inside inns, inviting visitors and furnishing them with significant client data. Additionally, a few lodgings have begun to involve robots for the end goal of cleaning, for example, vacuum cleaning floors and in any event, for microbe killing. This is a training that can be duplicated across the remainder of the neighborhood business as well, remembering for eateries, and the utilization of robots can likewise assist with making a climate more COVID secure.

III. Significance of the Study

To learn about Mobile registration cordiality tech is one more significant region to give thought to, on the grounds that it can assist with further developing the client experience at the place of their underlying appearance. This is particularly gainful, in light of the fact that initial feelings can have a colossal bearing on how clients at last feel about their visit or remain. Essentially, versatile registrations turn the requirement for eye-to-eye client associations, meaning clients might possibly have more noteworthy adaptability as far as when they registration. This connects to more extensive contactless innovation patterns inside the cordiality business, and can be particularly welcome for the individuals who are anxious about COVID.

IV. Objectives

- To learn about recent fads and advances utilized in five-star inns
- To learn about visitor fulfillment utilized in lodging
- To learn about the effect of IOT on clients in inn.

V. Literature Review

As per (Group, 2017) Hilton Group experienced IT empowered administrations as a key to the offer of lodging bed-evenings. Reservation frameworks, contingent upon the product and refinement, contain data and create different reports on room accessibility, retractions, and so forth. Also, the data set can produce estimates on expected appearances, flights and rooms sold. Data contained in,

As per Nishi et al. World Journal of Engineering Research and Technology and created by, lodging reservation frameworks is a significant wellspring of advertising data and can produce mailing records, client profiles and inclinations. It additionally screens Hilton inn execution through the turn of events and handling of visitor surveys. Reservation frameworks likewise permit inns to complete travel-service and visit administrator
investigations to figure out which offices and administrators reliably create business for the lodgings. It is guessed that in the long run GDSs will exploit the receptiveness of the World Wide Web (WWW) and foster appropriate points of interaction for purchasers and the business. Saber has proactively sent off Travelocity, an electronic travel service, while other GDSs have declared comparable activities or participation with movement suppliers on the Internet. These incorporate World range with Expedia and Amadeus with the Internet Travel Network.

As per (Kerravala, 2015) The fuses of sensors, gadgets, and information into one framework leads to setting mindful calculation and empowers the climate to answer right away to change, be it in temperature, light, development or different variables. This brings various new open doors, yet additionally massive expense investment funds, music to the ears of the present business pioneers. Digitalization of data and the effect it is having on customary organizations. The IoT can improve the individual experience of clients, who are portable, associated, and enthusiasm to have more access and insight encompassing them. Neighborliness is an industry that can enormously profit from the approaching together of IoT and advanced change. This incorporates public brand inns, extravagance resorts, and store lodgings. On the off chance that a client has an awful encounter, everybody is familiar with it. Notwithstanding, assuming the client has an interesting and separated insight, that likewise spreads like out-of-control fire.

Regardless of these promising applications, the genuine fervor about the IoT lies in the obscure - in its true capacity. With this ongoing age and separate it is critical to comprehend among realities and fiction about IOT potential IoT will be downright an unrest in the manner the world’s processing substances work, it’s not completely new innovation. Organizations have been involving it for quite a long time, as a matter of fact. A few associated gadgets have even been around for far longer than the actual web, similar to the TV remote! To genuinely see the value in the benefit of something, it is expected to comprehend it first in any case getting snatched up by the hype is simple. Various driving IT associations have emerged with monstrous projections for the eventual fate of the IoT concerning monetary investment funds and the quantity of associated gadgets - unreasonable projections can twist assumptions and make it challenging for buyers to grasp the genuine capability of this splendid innovation.

As indicated by (Sunny, 2016) As IPv6 arrangement proceeds to rise and more gadgets are doled out special IP addresses, the subsequent collaborations between these gadgets will manufacture a climate in which everything associated gadgets can share data and assemble new associations. This “neutral” planning between gadgets will duplicate the organization laid out between sites in the design of the web, or on a cozier level, the human cerebrum. It is this aggregate get-together of gadgets, associations, and the climate wherein they live that structure the groundwork of what the IoT truly is - a universe of gadgets, constrained by gadgets (with some human contribution during the beginning phases). This is the very thing makes the IoT so energizing for hoteliers. Each and every industry in presence will before long be working on tasks by utilizing associated gadgets. This will broaden the span of cordiality organizations a long way past any ongoing innovation lets them. Inns will actually want to restrict with enterprises as different as agribusiness and schooling, improving on communications between organizations. Associated gadgets outside and inside cordiality would likewise be equipped for synchronizing and cooperating to smooth out Guest" ventures inside a cross-industry biological system. Neighborliness area experience 2016 as a time of energizing innovation that influences worldwide accommodation. It likewise gives tremendous energy saving framework through its computerized highlights and IoT associated easy to understand gadgets. This study is about change of ordinary cordiality industry into educated industry.

VI. Research Methodology

a) Research design

A distinct report analyzing the utilisations of IOT (Internet of Things) in the administration of visitor administrations in NCR lodgings in Delhi.

- Information assortment:
- Primary information: Through review
- Secondary information: Already distributed information from books, sites and other examination papers.

b) Research Instrument

An organized survey is utilized for social affair data on (a review a recent fad and innovation utilized for visitor fulfillment in five-star lodgings and resort.

Contact Method: by means of individual contact, telephonic meeting, email.

- Examining Plan:
- Universe (target Population) - All 5-star inns across Delhi NCR.
- Sampling Frame - Hotels situated across Delhi NCR.
- Sampling strategy - Convince based irregular inspecting method is utilized for directing exploration.
- Sample Size - 30.

VII. Summary

Web of Things (IoT) is current all the rage which is generally affecting inn industry nowadays, it is vital to concentrate out its reasonable executions. This study
includes the complex entrusting of lodging industry with its development empowered administrations. Lodging industry in current situation is profoundly depending on electronic framework for the majority of its activities and the executive’s reports. To stay cutthroat accomplishing high visitor satisfaction is a lot of fundamental. Innovation upgraded inn administrations in different habits beginning from appearance to return to of visitor Tracking visitor fulfillment, advancing transitory assets of lodging, worldwide circulation framework, robotized energy saving offices, for example, Energy Management System, synergistic methodology through multi-processor climate and so forth. Inn industry includes substantial apparatus, types of gear and end number of working gadgets for mass activities. IoT assists with advancing the gadgets, types of gear and instruments for improved yield, for instance NFC innovation for simple access of POS charging, portable registration application for enrolling grievances and to give continuous notices This article covers the strengthening of IoT administrations in cordiality area. Here the significant instrument to sum up job of IoT is following visitor satisfaction at different degree of inn administrations. IoT is usually known as shrewd association empowering objects to gather and trade information. It makes things to speak with the assistance of modified web highlights and novel identifier without human to human or human to PC association. In this serious environment delivering a quality assistance is one the difficult assignment in inn industry. The divisions of tasks in lodging runs 24x7x365 hrs. in a year. Rehash business or re-visit by the visitor and astounding criticism is a vital aftereffect of value administrations. IT empowered benefits bit by bit expanded the inn personals effectiveness and execution standard. The greater part of the undertakings or allocated obligation are actually included, online got to and remotely took care of. Easily of these highlights as referenced, lodging guarantees ideal administrations and visitor fulfillment. This examination article likewise investigates framework/Internet convention Television) incorporation. The objective of an IoT lodging is to furnish visitors with more noteworthy command over the climate. At the point when guests stay in a shrewd room, they have advantageous choices for controlling and robotizing different settings for lights, indoor regulators, entryway locks and that’s only the tip of the iceberg. Associated lodgings with brilliant lodgings are springing up across the world, and pioneers are consistently creating and further developing IoT innovation in the accommodation business.

**VIII. Shrewd Hotels**

In a shrewd inn, IoT-associated gadgets are utilized to make a superior visitor experience and a smoothed-out in the executive’s framework for staff and directors. The neighborliness business presents numerous potential chances to utilize robotization answers for upgrade savvy lodgings. Visitors appreciate more noteworthy accommodation and solace, and inn proprietors and administrators benefit from expanded effectiveness, cost reserve funds and visitor fulfillment. The objective of an IoT lodging is to furnish visitors with more noteworthy command over the climate. At the point when guests stay in a shrewd room, they have advantageous choices for controlling and robotizing different settings for lights, indoor regulators, entryway locks and that’s only the tip of the iceberg. Associated lodgings with brilliant lodgings are springing up across the world, and pioneers are consistently creating and further developing IoT innovation in the accommodation business.

**IX. Advantages of Smart Hotel Rooms**

a) **Savvy Rooms and Guest Comfort**

One of the fundamental advantages of savvy lodgings is the valuable chance to decidedly influence visitor solace and comfort. Whenever guests experience IoT applications in what might commonly be a standard lodging, their general experience is upgraded. Tweaked IoT answers for inns incorporate gadgets, for example, savvy lighting visitors have some control over with an application on their telephones or a brilliant indoor regulator visitors can program for most extreme solace during the evening or daytime.

b) **Expanded Safety and Security with Smart Rooms**

Mechanized brilliant entryway locks are one extraordinary security include conceivable with an IoT lodging. Rather than utilizing a key that could be lost or taken, visitors remaining in savvy rooms with IoT-empowered entryway locks can utilize a solid application on their telephone to open their lodging’s entryway.

Lodging security isn’t just about visitor rooms. At the point when a savvy lodging is furnished with IoT security arrangements, the entire structure can be safeguarded utilizing tweaked projects and convention settings. IoT stages, for example, Nexos by Igor, empower clients to make programs for associated gadgets. In case of a security break, writing computer programs is dispatched to gadgets quickly, setting off
entryway locks, crisis lights and that's only the tip of the iceberg.

c) Further developed Maintenance Processes

Inn proprietors and building upkeep staff benefit significantly from the information assortment conceivable with IoT lodgings. For instance, IoT-empowered sensors can give continuous information about individual rooms — information like inhabitance data, lighting and energy utilization, plumbing frameworks and water use.

Lodging housekeeping staff could use inhabitance sensors to decide when a visitor room or gathering room has been cleaned and is fit to be cleaned. Different sensors can screen power utilization and support needs like worn out lights or plumbing spills.

d) Savvy Room Sustainability Solutions

As referenced above, IoT-empowered sensors can reform savvy inn cycles and frameworks. Associated lodgings are unequalled in their true capacity for upgraded maintainability. Whenever an inhabitance sensor distinguishes an empty room, IoT-associated gadgets can consequently make energy-productive changes, for example, darkening or switching out lights and changing the temperature.

Plumbing sensors can recognize and report spills rapidly so upkeep staff can fix them as quickly as time permits, limiting the expense to fix harms. The aggregate expense investment funds from IoT-empowered brilliant lodgings can add up and save inn proprietors valuable working capital in the long haul.

e) Gauging the Risks of IoT in the Hotel Industry

In spite of the fact that there are various advantages and advantages to involving IoT-empowered gadgets in brilliant inns, there are likewise a few dangers related with involving innovation in the friendliness business.

Most importantly, it’s basic to get any associated lodging biological system appropriately. At the point when IoT frameworks aren’t as expected got, they are powerless against security breaks and hacking. It’s vital to think about this hazard while creating IoT savvy inn frameworks. Following web wellbeing best practices takes out some gamble, so inn administrators need to guarantee they have vigorous web security conventions set up.

f) Wiping out Risks with PoE Solutions

One method for making IoT in the inn business more secure is to use PoE (Power over Ethernet) innovation. Since PoE gadgets depend on a wired association, it is more straightforward to keep networks hidden and secure. Remote organizations represent a more prominent security risk since they’re more available to malignant clients and programmers. Nexos by Igor is a PoE framework shown to be more secure than comparative remote organizations. The Nexos IoT stage gets standard updates to keep up with security and cutoff risk. Igor has been associated with shrewd structure projects all over the planet, remembering a chain of brilliant inns for Europe where it's PoE lighting controls and programming API assumed a basic part in making the savvy lodging turn out consistently for visitors. In one brilliant lodging contextual analysis, Igor helped power IoT lighting in passages and flights of stairs. The Sinclair Hotel in Fort Worth, Texas, has been designated "the lodging representing things to come" due to its numerous IoT combinations, including savvy indoor regulators and PoE lighting. Igor's innovation additionally assumed a part in driving PoE lighting and associating with other innovation in basic spots of the inn because of Nexos' open API and programming stage.

Advances being utilized in the accommodation business:

• Computerized Check-In

Many shrewd inns are pushing toward an IoT-empowered self-administration booth to mechanize the visitor registration process. Similar as the booths now standard at most air terminal registration counters, these self-administration stations permit visitors to keep away from lines at the front counter and accept their room keys (or room codes) easily.

• Resource Tracking

In an IoT shrewd inn outfitted with resource following innovation, visitor administrations staff can follow gear, for example, baggage racks and cleaning trucks. Ongoing checking of key gear can smooth out housekeeping cycles and keep brilliant lodgings running effectively.

• Shrewd Room Customizations

Inside IoT associated lodgings, there's an assortment of brilliant lodging arrangements accessible to make rooms more agreeable and helpful for visitors. With the right IoT gadgets introduced and associated, brilliant room customization and control choices can include:

• Lighting Including choices for darkening, changing varieties and changing light temperature and shade.

• Room Temperature Smart indoor regulators permit visitors to make their room agreeable without the problem of out-of-date window A/C units.

• Water Temperature Digital water temperature valves and sensors help control and keep up with agreeable water temperatures for visitors.

• Draperies and Shades Motorized and mechanized window medicines give visitors complete control with the press of a button or the utilization of an application.

• Shrewd TVs Many individuals are accustomed to having savvy TVs in their own homes, so it's right
around a fundamental convenience in a cutting-edge brilliant lodging.

• Food Menus Digitized room administration menus furnish guests with choices accessible on a savvy TV or telephone application. Visitor inclinations actually might be put away for future visits.

![Fig. 2: Robots working as a hospitality professional.](image)

X. CONCLUSION & FINDINGS

Accommodation industry has one mission to zero in on, which is visitor fulfillment. Or more all, in the event that you see, the inns utilizing IoT have caught the right market and are further developing their administrations continually. Today, IoT is good to go to cause the visitors to feel like home, spoil them and make them love the inn much more. Be that as it may, frequently, the lodging staff neglects to keep the visitors blissful without appropriate inn innovation and robotized tasks. You know, the times when types of gear fizzle, lightings become inappropriate, or climate control systems don’t work. Furthermore, the housekeeping upset the visitor unintentionally or here and there the front work area can’t give a room on chance to the visitor. Visitor fulfillment comparable to center capability areas of inn; front office portrays the fulfillment (66.67) for its reservation and room booking system, primary resource. The IoT associated gadgets get elements of Real-time notice of appearances, objections and administrations. Subsequently, inn Guest see fulfillment with the room class and room solace to be a higher priority than fulfillment with other inn components; albeit the most disappointment was demonstrated to be with Guest product utilized in the different segment, for example, in-room theater setup, Mobile correspondence and criticism answer framework. This implies that visitor worked gadgets necessities to more precise and refreshed to fill holes of administration fulfillment. The discoveries from this review at IHG Crown Plaza recommend visitor fulfillment and IoT (Internet of Things) is equal extent to one another which implies the more innovation-based administrations, setting mindful calculation, multiprocessor climate and visitor worked gadgets the more fulfilled clients. It fills in as the estimating unit for following visitor fulfillment. The lodging administration framework which includes IoT components and consumer loyalty regarding gathering, guestroom, food and drink administrations and different areas of tasks draw in business clients. The concentrate additionally showed that level of disappointed visitor is the consequence of specialized bother of IoT administrations and gadgets. It is consequently reasoned that however IoT applications are awesome for conveying precise mechanized administrations there actually exist dissatisfactory issues once frameworks emerge with specialized bother or personal time gadgets. The deliberate focal point of this article is to comprehend client encounters on IoT based administrations. This elaborate contextual investigation examination at the Hotel. Albeit the answer rate was low the investigated information recognizes robotized work gave IoT associated gadgets. This lodging goes under business customer base midtown inn. Considering visitor members who had impartial or positive encounters it is see that staff helped administrations are assuming a lower priority in specific situation as business and corporate explorers are into innovation-based administrations. Furthermore, reaction overview of disappointed visitor guides the difficulties to the inn business to give profoundly compelling IoT organization and gadgets. A vital trait of tomorrow’s fruitful lodgings will be the capacity to dominate and oblige a quickly developing scope of innovation interfaces coming into our inns in the possession of Guest and staff. As examined before about how increased the truth is obscuring the limits between the physical and the computerized world. Simultaneously, the inn parlor representing things to come will be home to voice acknowledgment, motion interfaces, up front consoles, projection screens, 3D showcases, accessible multi-dimensional images and a steadily enlarging exhibit of connection points through which we’ll show and associate with our PCs, telephones and information. (Talwar, 2012). The criticism of overview utilized for this situation study may be utilized to further develop visitor experience in future. This review just concentrated on visitor sees towards IoT helped administrations. The adaptability of the study and discoveries could be additionally fortified by reviewing and talking with lodging experts and staff individuals to acquire a more exhaustive comprehension of a similar named article.
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I. Introduction

Regardless being one of the most affected sectors due to Covid-19, the hospitality industry is still moving along the edge of the breaking point and trying to recover. In this research paper, I will talk about how the Food and Beverage department of a hotel is fighting with all the odds given by this Covid-19 situation along with various rules that were made compulsory by the government to be followed.

Also, I will be focusing on their sales techniques and what kind of discounts and festive offers they are giving to attract more and more customer, how they are convincing the customer that dining in ‘Sampan’, ‘French crust’ and ‘Ssence’ the restaurants at Hotel ‘The Suryaa, New Delhi’ is safe and secure for them to make their meals delighted.

I will also take guests based survey to know how well the restaurant and bar staff is doing during the pandemic and what safety and precautionary measures they have taken and how well they have implemented them in daily Food and Beverage Service operations. In the end, I will try to extract every piece of information which I can gather from the survey and will try to portray in my own language.

II. Preventive Measures

As the name suggest, preventive measures are some important reasonable measures that are taken by anyone in response to an action, basically to minimize and prevention from the harms that could affect environment or someone. Following are some ways in which prevention of Covid-19 can be done:-

• Maintaining a safe distance from one another’s (a minimum of 1 metre), even if they don’t appear to be sick is compulsory.
• Wearing mask in public is also the need of hour, especially when indoors or where physical social distancing is not possible.
• Choosing open and adequately ventilated spaces over closed ones. Keep a window opened if indoors.
• Clean hands on regular basis with soap and water, or an alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
• Get vaccinated, when it’s your turn. Follow local guidance about vaccination.
• Always cover your nose and mouth while sneezing or coughing with your bent elbow or with a tissue.
• Stay home, if you feel unwell.

III. Covid-19

Also known as Coronavirus disease is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. ‘SARS-CoV-2’ is the scientific terminology used to address Covid-19 virus by WHO and various scientific Organizations across the world.

As per the guidelines, most people infected by this virus will suffer from mild to moderate respiratory problem and shall recover in time without requiring any special treatment. However, some people may become seriously ill and require serious medical attention for a short duration. People who are old in age and all those with any underlying medical conditions such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, respiratory disease or cancer are more likely to suffer from serious illness. Anyone who gets sick with Covid-19 and become seriously ill might die regardless of the age.
The best way to prevent, and slow down transmission is to be well informed about the disease and how the virus spreads. Protect yourself and others from infection by staying at least 1 metre apart from others, wearing a properly fitted mask, and washing your hands or using an alcohol-based rub frequently. Get vaccinated when it’s your turn and follow local guidance.

The virus is capable of spreading itself from one infected person’s mouth or nose in small liquid particles when they cough, sneeze, speak or breathe to another. These particles range from larger respiratory droplets to smaller aerosols. It is important to practice respiratory etiquette, for example by coughing into a flexed elbow, and to stay home and self-isolate until you recover if you feel unwell.

IV. Food and Beverage Service

The food & beverage service industry is famous for engaging itself with service of different types of cuisines and alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. It is responsible for satisfying various demands of food and beverages. But it does not include the production of raw material. Today, this industry has expanded itself and is now serving more than 100 million meals each day.

This industry has spread across various segments, be it – hotels, restaurants, hospitals (canteen), railways, airways, cruise ships and many more.

The basic function of F&B industry is to serve beverages and meals to its customer, to meet and satisfy people’s various type of needs and cravings. The main aim is to accomplish customer satisfaction.

There is a huge variety in different types of services that are performed across the globe just to serve the food. Some of the most famous one are as follows:-

1. American Service
2. French Service
3. English Service
4. Gueridon Service
5. Russian Service

There are mainly two types of service restaurants all over the world –

1. QSR – Stands for Quick Service Restaurants. These restaurants offer only a certain kind of food which requires minimal amount of time to prepare and could be delivered quickly. Some examples of QSRs are McDonald’s, Burger King, Subway, etc.
2. FSR – Stands for Full Service Restaurants. These kinds of restaurants may offer a huge variety menu, or cuisine and serves food at the table. Some examples of FSRs are One8 Commune, Domino’s, Sagar Ratna, et-cetra.

V. Objectives

- To compare and analyse the changes made in service procedures before and during Covid-19.
- To understand the safety and security measures taken by food and beverage service staff during Covid-19.

VI. Literature Review

Research Topic Name: "Impact of COVID-19 on the hotel industry and suggestions for post-pandemic recovery."
Author Name: - Sudhir Andrews (April 28, 2021)
In his research, he talked about staff management, how much part of the outlet should be opened at first, consideration of AI in restaurant operation, and he had also shown light on the liquidity for working capital as well.

Research Topic Name: “Effects of COVID-19 pandemic on hospitality industry: review of the current situations and a research agenda"
Author Name: Christina G. Chi (July 05, 2021)
In her research, she focused on how slowly but steadily the hospitality industry is catching its pace. She also conducted several surveys in many hotels to understand what the customer is focusing on, safety or comfort.

Though she did many surveys to understand customer’s situation yet she was not able to summarize it in a good manner. In my research I will try to summarize what she couldn’t in her blog.

Research Topic Name: “Saving the hotel industry: Strategic response to the COVID-19 pandemic, hotel selection analysis, and customer retention.”
Author Name: Jinkyung Jenny Kim (January 7, 2022)
In his research, he basically tried to investigate the effect of Covid-19 on changes occurred in attributes of selecting a hotel and post-purchase behaviours of guests. He has also made it easier to understand the guest behaviour after the post pandemic era.

His study made me understand that how much has the customer’s perspective changed during Covid-19 and how it is affecting the clientele of hotels and has disrupted the hotel industry.

Author Name: - Ryan Mann (June 10, 2020)
In his study, Ryan was able to show the difference that has occurred between room occupancy and due to Covid-19 with the help of several graphical representations, showing a sudden crash in the number of travellers and coming to an almost halt. He also spoke about scarcity that had happened due to Covid-19.
With the help of Ryan’s study, I understood the importance of graphical representation.

**Research Topic Name:** “COVID-19 preventive measures and restaurant customers’ intention to dine out: the role of brand trust and perceived risk.”

**Author’s Name:** Chunhao Wei (October 11, 2021)

This research paper shows that how important is it to take strict preventive measures and to follow the rules and regulations during the re-opening of restaurants in the United States. He also reviewed about how hard is it to re-gain customer’s trust after Covid-19.

This research paper was the one with which I could relate the most and got to know about several rules that were implied in USA, like opening up of patios only at certain locations.

**VII. Methodology**

As the Covid-19 made a heavy impact on the world, the hospitality industry is one of the major industries that thrived due to pandemic. So, in this study, I have discussed with employees at the Suryaa, New Delhi that how they dealt with this situation and what measures they took for smooth operations.

**Primary Data Source:** The staffs at the restaurant are kind enough to help me gather most of the information on this topic. A well designed questionnaire have been designed and shared with all the respondent of the hotel to get the primary information of the research.

**Secondary Data Source:** As a secondary piece of information, I checked out the guidelines issued by the World Health Organization and FHRAI on their official site, over the internet and in several relevant magazines as.

**VIII. Data Analysis and Interpretation**

75 responses filled by guests at the hotel ‘The Suryaa, New Delhi’.

In the questionnaire there were 20+ questions, each with multiple options. All the data was collected with help of Google Forms. As per the data collected out of 75 responses, 73.3% (55) are male and 26.7% (20) are female.

As per the pie chart, a majority of guests i.e. 70.7% had said that their temperature was checked at the entrance, which shows that the restaurant employees are serious about customer’s safety. This also shows that employees are concerned for their personal health as well and are taking responsible measures.

When asked ‘Were the employees maintained distance between each other during interaction?’ 41.3% guests said yes and 33.3% said sometimes and only 6.7% said never. Wearing mask is very important and it is good that a majority of guests as reflected in colour blue and red are saying that employees wore mask.

According to the data we can see that 100% of the people have their responsive in the for of that feedbacks are important for the management and it to effects or impacts the hotel business. According to the status we see that 90% of people think that taking follow ups on guest complaint is important where as we can see that only 10% of the population are not really in the favour of the same.

Online reviews of the properties and important factor for the prospective customer while choosing any property where we can see that 25% of the people are strongly agree in this fact where as 60% are just agree with the same and only few person are neutral to the fast and 7.5% strongly disagree this.

**IX. Conclusion**

Since, the era when Inns and dharamshalas were used by travellers across the globe as a shelter for night, a pandemic like this has never been implemented. This world has never gone through such drastic biological destructions of human beings where everyone is trying to isolate themselves which has affected the movement of travellers and tourists. But, the show must go on. So, the hotel and restaurant industry are taking precautions for fighting the Coronavirus.

For this, ‘Ssense’ and ‘Sampan’ has made several changes in their service style. Earlier there used to be a buffet setup on a daily basis, but now they have closed the buffet section and are now serving everything at guest’s table. Even the necessary cutlery and crockery are now placed on the table only, so that, the guest don’t have to walk around in the restaurant in search of the needful item.

Management team has also introduced a special training sessions.

Earlier they weren’t doing home delivery, but now due to situation’s demand they are delivering food to customer’s house. For food home delivery they have done tie-ups with multiple food delivering companies.

For guest safety and security the team members are checking each and every person’s temperature and give them hand sanitizers at the entrance. They have reduced the number of seating area to half which made more space between the tables. Also, they have installed Plexiglas walls on the tables. After a guest leaves a table they thoroughly clean and sanitized the table and seats as well.

Employees are also wearing facial masks, facial shields and gloves to reduce the chances of contamination. Even the chefs in the live kitchen are wearing masks, despite the hot working conditions. Also, RT-PCR test for employees are conducted on a regular basis.
I also reached out to the sales team at Hotel ‘The Suryaa, New Delhi’ and asked them what different approach they have taken for keeping up the business, against which they replied, “We are coming clean and transparent in front of guests. We share information such as each and every safety precautions that is taken by us for guest safety and also they being very active on social media as well. They are also conducting some charity campaigns and are helping the ones who are in need, which is an indirect source of promotion.

I also looked into survey outcome and as per the survey result, I have observed several important points which are as follows:-

- Customers are being quite cautious about their safety.

Not only customer’s safety is important, but the staff safety is also necessary for which they have provided hand sanitizers, checked the temperature of each guests, and also kept air purifiers for constant air purification. This is something every hotel should do and might be doing as air purifiers not only kills the Coronavirus but cleans nearby air as well.

- The staff is also working by the rules and is maintaining appropriate distance required when they can.

The staff at ‘Ssence’ and ‘Sampan’ had also shown care for guests safety by not breaching the social distancing protocol most of the time and also wore face mask. Wearing mask has become a part of our daily life and is essential to keep ourselves safe from Covid-19 and god knows what.

- However, a majority of people denied when they were asked if the staff members wore the PPE kit.

Though GOI and FHRAI had asked every hotel staff to wear PPE kit as per the current safety concerns, yet staff at Ssence has neglected it. That is very crucial point to be noted. But it’s not just in this hotel but it is the same scenario in many hotels and restaurant which I think might be one of the biggest reasons responsible for the rise of 2nd wave of Covid-19 in India. Government should take necessary actions.

But still there are few things which made me feel quite anxious as per the survey result, I observed few important points which are as follows:-

- A majority of people denied when they were asked if the staff members wore the PPE kit.
- Although, employees did their best in maintaining social distancing between each other and even they know that they are all negative and are being tested on a regular basis but guests don’t know these things and it made few guests feel anxious.
- Few guests refused to wear mask at all inside the restaurant. This something which will definitely make anyone feel uncomfortable and insecure.

With the help of this study, I have collected knowledge about several precautionary measures taken by the Food and Beverage Service Department at Hotel ‘The Suryaa, New Delhi’, and how well they have implemented such precautionary measures in daily routine operations, post Covid-19.

This research had also shown us that the team at the restaurant ‘Ssence’ is very concerned about everyone’s safety and are dedicated towards their one and only motive of providing quality service whilst following not all but most of the necessary and important protocols which were made by the Government Of India, the Federation Of Hotel and Restaurant Association of India (FHRAI) and World Health Organization (WHO) for smooth and safe operations.
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**Structure and Format of Manuscript**

The recommended size of an original research paper is under 15,000 words and review papers under 7,000 words. Research articles should be less than 10,000 words. Research papers are usually longer than review papers. Review papers are reports of significant research (typically less than 7,000 words, including tables, figures, and references)

A research paper must include:

a) A title which should be relevant to the theme of the paper.
b) A summary, known as an abstract (less than 150 words), containing the major results and conclusions.
c) Up to 10 keywords that precisely identify the paper’s subject, purpose, and focus.
d) An introduction, giving fundamental background objectives.
e) Resources and techniques with sufficient complete experimental details (wherever possible by reference) to permit repetition, sources of information must be given, and numerical methods must be specified by reference.
f) Results which should be presented concisely by well-designed tables and figures.
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i) Discussion should cover implications and consequences and not just recapitulate the results; conclusions should also be summarized.
j) There should be brief acknowledgments.
k) There ought to be references in the conventional format. Global Journals recommends APA format.

Authors should carefully consider the preparation of papers to ensure that they communicate effectively. Papers are much more likely to be accepted if they are carefully designed and laid out, contain few or no errors, are summarizing, and follow instructions. They will also be published with much fewer delays than those that require much technical and editorial correction.

The Editorial Board reserves the right to make literary corrections and suggestions to improve brevity.
It is necessary that authors take care in submitting a manuscript that is written in simple language and adheres to published guidelines.

All manuscripts submitted to Global Journals should include:
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The title page must carry an informative title that reflects the content, a running title (less than 45 characters together with spaces), names of the authors and co-authors, and the place(s) where the work was carried out.

Author details

The full postal address of any related author(s) must be specified.

Abstract

The abstract is the foundation of the research paper. It should be clear and concise and must contain the objective of the paper and inferences drawn. It is advised to not include big mathematical equations or complicated jargon.

Many researchers searching for information online will use search engines such as Google, Yahoo or others. By optimizing your paper for search engines, you will amplify the chance of someone finding it. In turn, this will make it more likely to be viewed and cited in further works. Global Journals has compiled these guidelines to facilitate you to maximize the web-friendliness of the most public part of your paper.

Keywords

A major lynchpin of research work for the writing of research papers is the keyword search, which one will employ to find both library and internet resources. Up to eleven keywords or very brief phrases have to be given to help data retrieval, mining, and indexing.

One must be persistent and creative in using keywords. An effective keyword search requires a strategy: planning of a list of possible keywords and phrases to try.

Choice of the main keywords is the first tool of writing a research paper. Research paper writing is an art. Keyword search should be as strategic as possible.
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It may take the discovery of only one important paper to steer in the right keyword direction because, in most databases, the keywords under which a research paper is abstracted are listed with the paper.

Numerical Methods

Numerical methods used should be transparent and, where appropriate, supported by references.

Abbreviations

Authors must list all the abbreviations used in the paper at the end of the paper or in a separate table before using them.

Formulas and equations

Authors are advised to submit any mathematical equation using either MathJax, KaTeX, or LaTeX, or in a very high-quality image.

Tables, Figures, and Figure Legends

Tables: Tables should be cautiously designed, uncrowned, and include only essential data. Each must have an Arabic number, e.g., Table 4, a self-explanatory caption, and be on a separate sheet. Authors must submit tables in an editable format and not as images. References to these tables (if any) must be mentioned accurately.
Figures

Figures are supposed to be submitted as separate files. Always include a citation in the text for each figure using Arabic numbers, e.g., Fig. 4. Artwork must be submitted online in vector electronic form or by emailing it.

Preparation of Electronic Figures for Publication

Although low-quality images are sufficient for review purposes, print publication requires high-quality images to prevent the final product being blurred or fuzzy. Submit (possibly by e-mail) EPS (line art) or TIFF (halftone/photographs) files only. MS PowerPoint and Word Graphics are unsuitable for printed pictures. Avoid using pixel-oriented software. Scans (TIFF only) should have a resolution of at least 350 dpi (halftone) or 700 to 1100 dpi (line drawings). Please give the data for figures in black and white or submit a Color Work Agreement form. EPS files must be saved with fonts embedded (and with a TIFF preview, if possible).
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Tips for Writing a Good Quality Management Research Paper

Techniques for writing a good quality management and business research paper:

1. **Choosing the topic:** In most cases, the topic is selected by the interests of the author, but it can also be suggested by the guides. You can have several topics, and then judge which you are most comfortable with. This may be done by asking several questions of yourself, like "Will I be able to carry out a search in this area? Will I find all necessary resources to accomplish the search? Will I be able to find all information in this field area?" If the answer to this type of question is "yes," then you ought to choose that topic. In most cases, you may have to conduct surveys and visit several places. Also, you might have to do a lot of work to find all the rises and falls of the various data on that subject. Sometimes, detailed information plays a vital role, instead of short information. Evaluators are human: The first thing to remember is that evaluators are also human beings. They are not only meant for rejecting a paper. They are here to evaluate your paper. So present your best aspect.

2. **Think like evaluators:** If you are in confusion or getting demotivated because your paper may not be accepted by the evaluators, then think, and try to evaluate your paper like an evaluator. Try to understand what an evaluator wants in your research paper, and you will automatically have your answer. Make blueprints of paper: The outline is the plan or framework that will help you to arrange your thoughts. It will make your paper logical. But remember that all points of your outline must be related to the topic you have chosen.

3. **Ask your guides:** If you are having any difficulty with your research, then do not hesitate to share your difficulty with your guide (if you have one). They will surely help you out and resolve your doubts. If you can’t clarify what exactly you require for your work, then ask your supervisor to help you with an alternative. He or she might also provide you with a list of essential readings.

4. **Use of computer is recommended:** As you are doing research in the field of management and business then this point is quite obvious. Use right software: Always use good quality software packages. If you are not capable of judging good software, then you can lose the quality of your paper unknowingly. There are various programs available to help you which you can get through the internet.

5. **Use the internet for help:** An excellent start for your paper is using Google. It is a wondrous search engine, where you can have your doubts resolved. You may also read some answers for the frequent question of how to write your research paper or find a model research paper. You can download books from the internet. If you have all the required books, place importance on reading, selecting, and analyzing the specified information. Then sketch out your research paper. Use big pictures: You may use encyclopedias like Wikipedia to get pictures with the best resolution. At Global Journals, you should strictly follow here.
6. **Bookmarks are useful:** When you read any book or magazine, you generally use bookmarks, right? It is a good habit which helps to not lose your continuity. You should always use bookmarks while searching on the internet also, which will make your search easier.

7. **Revise what you wrote:** When you write anything, always read it, summarize it, and then finalize it.

8. **Make every effort:** Make every effort to mention what you are going to write in your paper. That means always have a good start. Try to mention everything in the introduction—what is the need for a particular research paper. Polish your work with good writing skills and always give an evaluator what he wants. Make backups: When you are going to do any important thing like making a research paper, you should always have backup copies of it either on your computer or on paper. This protects you from losing any portion of your important data.

9. **Produce good diagrams of your own:** Always try to include good charts or diagrams in your paper to improve quality. Using several unnecessary diagrams will degrade the quality of your paper by creating a hodgepodge. So always try to include diagrams which were made by you to improve the readability of your paper. Use of direct quotes: When you do research relevant to literature, history, or current affairs, then use of quotes becomes essential, but if the study is relevant to science, use of quotes is not preferable.

10. **Use proper verb tense:** Use proper verb tenses in your paper. Use past tense to present those events that have happened. Use present tense to indicate events that are going on. Use future tense to indicate events that will happen in the future. Use of wrong tenses will confuse the evaluator. Avoid sentences that are incomplete.

11. **Pick a good study spot:** Always try to pick a spot for your research which is quiet. Not every spot is good for studying.

12. **Know what you know:** Always try to know what you know by making objectives, otherwise you will be confused and unable to achieve your target.

13. **Use good grammar:** Always use good grammar and words that will have a positive impact on the evaluator; use of good vocabulary does not mean using tough words which the evaluator has to find in a dictionary. Do not fragment sentences. Eliminate one-word sentences. Do not ever use a big word when a smaller one would suffice. Verbs have to be in agreement with their subjects. In a research paper, do not start sentences with conjunctions or finish them with prepositions. When writing formally, it is advisable to never split an infinitive because someone will (wrongly) complain. Avoid clichés like a disease. Always shun irritating alliteration. Use language which is simple and straightforward. Put together a neat summary.

14. **Arrangement of information:** Each section of the main body should start with an opening sentence, and there should be a changeover at the end of the section. Give only valid and powerful arguments for your topic. You may also maintain your arguments with records.

15. **Never start at the last minute:** Always allow enough time for research work. Leaving everything to the last minute will degrade your paper and spoil your work.

16. **Multitasking in research is not good:** Doing several things at the same time is a bad habit in the case of research activity. Research is an area where everything has a particular time slot. Divide your research work into parts, and do a particular part in a particular time slot.

17. **Never copy others’ work:** Never copy others’ work and give it your name because if the evaluator has seen it anywhere, you will be in trouble. Take proper rest and food: No matter how many hours you spend on your research activity, if you are not taking care of your health, then all your efforts will have been in vain. For quality research, take proper rest and food.

18. **Go to seminars:** Attend seminars if the topic is relevant to your research area. Utilize all your resources.

19. **Refresh your mind after intervals:** Try to give your mind a rest by listening to soft music or sleeping in intervals. This will also improve your memory. Acquire colleagues: Always try to acquire colleagues. No matter how sharp you are, if you acquire colleagues, they can give you ideas which will be helpful to your research.

20. **Think technically:** Always think technically. If anything happens, search for its reasons, benefits, and demerits. Think and then print: When you go to print your paper, check that tables are not split, headings are not detached from their descriptions, and page sequence is maintained.
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21. **Adding unnecessary information:** Do not add unnecessary information like "I have used MS Excel to draw graphs." Irrelevant and inappropriate material is superfluous. Foreign terminology and phrases are not apropos. One should never take a broad view. Analogy is like feathers on a snake. Use words properly, regardless of how others use them. Remove quotations. Puns are for kids, not grunt readers. Never oversimplify: When adding material to your research paper, never go for oversimplification; this will definitely irritate the evaluator. Be specific. Never use rhythmic redundancies. Contractions shouldn't be used in a research paper. Comparisons are as terrible as clichés. Give up ampersands, abbreviations, and so on. Remove commas that are not necessary. Parenthetical words should be between brackets or commas. Understatement is always the best way to put forward earth-shaking thoughts. Give a detailed literary review.

22. **Report concluded results:** Use concluded results. From raw data, filter the results, and then conclude your studies based on measurements and observations taken. An appropriate number of decimal places should be used. Parenthetical remarks are prohibited here. Proofread carefully at the final stage. At the end, give an outline to your arguments. Spot perspectives of further study of the subject. Justify your conclusion at the bottom sufficiently, which will probably include examples.

23. **Upon conclusion:** Once you have concluded your research, the next most important step is to present your findings. Presentation is extremely important as it is the definite medium though which your research is going to be in print for the rest of the crowd. Care should be taken to categorize your thoughts well and present them in a logical and neat manner. A good quality research paper format is essential because it serves to highlight your research paper and bring to light all necessary aspects of your research.

**Informal Guidelines of Research Paper Writing**

**Key points to remember:**
- Submit all work in its final form.
- Write your paper in the form which is presented in the guidelines using the template.
- Please note the criteria peer reviewers will use for grading the final paper.

**Final points:**

One purpose of organizing a research paper is to let people interpret your efforts selectively. The journal requires the following sections, submitted in the order listed, with each section starting on a new page:

**The introduction:** This will be compiled from reference matter and reflect the design processes or outline of basis that directed you to make a study. As you carry out the process of study, the method and process section will be constructed like that. The results segment will show related statistics in nearly sequential order and direct reviewers to similar intellectual paths throughout the data that you gathered to carry out your study.

**The discussion section:**

This will provide understanding of the data and projections as to the implications of the results. The use of good quality references throughout the paper will give the effort trustworthiness by representing an alertness to prior workings.

Writing a research paper is not an easy job, no matter how trouble-free the actual research or concept. Practice, excellent preparation, and controlled record-keeping are the only means to make straightforward progression.

**General style:**

Specific editorial column necessities for compliance of a manuscript will always take over from directions in these general guidelines.

**To make a paper clear:** Adhere to recommended page limits.

**Mistakes to avoid:**
- Insertion of a title at the foot of a page with subsequent text on the next page.
- Separating a table, chart, or figure—confine each to a single page.
- Submitting a manuscript with pages out of sequence.
- In every section of your document, use standard writing style, including articles ("a" and "the").
- Keep paying attention to the topic of the paper.
Title page:

Choose a revealing title. It should be short and include the name(s) and address(es) of all authors. It should not have acronyms or abbreviations or exceed two printed lines.

Abstract: This summary should be two hundred words or less. It should clearly and briefly explain the key findings reported in the manuscript and must have precise statistics. It should not have acronyms or abbreviations. It should be logical in itself. Do not cite references at this point.

An abstract is a brief, distinct paragraph summary of finished work or work in development. In a minute or less, a reviewer can be taught the foundation behind the study, common approaches to the problem, relevant results, and significant conclusions or new questions.

Write your summary when your paper is completed because how can you write the summary of anything which is not yet written? Wealth of terminology is very essential in abstract. Use comprehensive sentences, and do not sacrifice readability for brevity; you can maintain it succinctly by phrasing sentences so that they provide more than a lone rationale. The author can at this moment go straight to shortening the outcome. Sum up the study with the subsequent elements in any summary. Try to limit the initial two items to no more than one line each.

Reason for writing the article—theory, overall issue, purpose.

- Fundamental goal.
- To-the-point depiction of the research.
- Consequences, including definite statistics—if the consequences are quantitative in nature, account for this; results of any numerical analysis should be reported. Significant conclusions or questions that emerge from the research.

Approach:

- Single section and succinct.
- An outline of the job done is always written in past tense.
- Concentrate on shortening results—limit background information to a verdict or two.
- Exact spelling, clarity of sentences and phrases, and appropriate reporting of quantities (proper units, important statistics) are just as significant in an abstract as they are anywhere else.

Introduction:

The introduction should "introduce" the manuscript. The reviewer should be presented with sufficient background information to be capable of comprehending and calculating the purpose of your study without having to refer to other works. The basis for the study should be offered. Give the most important references, but avoid making a comprehensive appraisal of the topic. Describe the problem visibly. If the problem is not acknowledged in a logical, reasonable way, the reviewer will give no attention to your results. Speak in common terms about techniques used to explain the problem, if needed, but do not present any particulars about the protocols here.

The following approach can create a valuable beginning:

- Explain the value (significance) of the study.
- Defend the model—why did you employ this particular system or method? What is its compensation? Remark upon its appropriateness from an abstract point of view as well as pointing out sensible reasons for using it.
- Present a justification. State your particular theory(-ies) or aim(s), and describe the logic that led you to choose them.
- Briefly explain the study's tentative purpose and how it meets the declared objectives.
Approach:
Use past tense except for when referring to recognized facts. After all, the manuscript will be submitted after the entire job is done. Sort out your thoughts; manufacture one key point for every section. If you make the four points listed above, you will need at least four paragraphs. Present surrounding information only when it is necessary to support a situation. The reviewer does not desire to read everything you know about a topic. Shape the theory specifically—do not take a broad view.

As always, give awareness to spelling, simplicity, and correctness of sentences and phrases.

Procedures (methods and materials):
This part is supposed to be the easiest to carve if you have good skills. A soundly written procedures segment allows a capable scientist to replicate your results. Present precise information about your supplies. The suppliers and clarity of reagents can be helpful bits of information. Present methods in sequential order, but linked methodologies can be grouped as a segment. Be concise when relating the protocols. Attempt to give the least amount of information that would permit another capable scientist to replicate your outcome, but be cautious that vital information is integrated. The use of subheadings is suggested and ought to be synchronized with the results section.

When a technique is used that has been well-described in another section, mention the specific item describing the way, but draw the basic principle while stating the situation. The purpose is to show all particular resources and broad procedures so that another person may use some or all of the methods in one more study or referee the scientific value of your work. It is not to be a step-by-step report of the whole thing you did, nor is a methods section a set of orders.

Materials:
Materials may be reported in part of a section or else they may be recognized along with your measures.

Methods:
- Report the method and not the particulars of each process that engaged the same methodology.
- Describe the method entirely.
- To be succinct, present methods under headings dedicated to specific dealings or groups of measures.
- Simplify—detail how procedures were completed, not how they were performed on a particular day.
- If well-known procedures were used, account for the procedure by name, possibly with a reference, and that’s all.

Approach:
It is embarrassing to use vigorous voice when documenting methods without using first person, which would focus the reviewer’s interest on the researcher rather than the job. As a result, when writing up the methods, most authors use third person passive voice.

Use standard style in this and every other part of the paper—avoid familiar lists, and use full sentences.

What to keep away from:
- Resources and methods are not a set of information.
- Skip all descriptive information and surroundings—save it for the argument.
- Leave out information that is immaterial to a third party.

Results:
The principle of a results segment is to present and demonstrate your conclusion. Create this part as entirely objective details of the outcome, and save all understanding for the discussion.

The page length of this segment is set by the sum and types of data to be reported. Use statistics and tables, if suitable, to present consequences most efficiently.

You must clearly differentiate material which would usually be incorporated in a study editorial from any unprocessed data or additional appendix matter that would not be available. In fact, such matters should not be submitted at all except if requested by the instructor.
Content:
- Sum up your conclusions in text and demonstrate them, if suitable, with figures and tables.
- In the manuscript, explain each of your consequences, and point the reader to remarks that are most appropriate.
- Present a background, such as by describing the question that was addressed by creation of an exacting study.
- Explain results of control experiments and give remarks that are not accessible in a prescribed figure or table, if appropriate.
- Examine your data, then prepare the analyzed (transformed) data in the form of a figure (graph), table, or manuscript.

What to stay away from:
- Do not discuss or infer your outcome, report surrounding information, or try to explain anything.
- Do not include raw data or intermediate calculations in a research manuscript.
- Do not present similar data more than once.
- A manuscript should complement any figures or tables, not duplicate information.
- Never confuse figures with tables—there is a difference.

Approach:
As always, use past tense when you submit your results, and put the whole thing in a reasonable order.

Put figures and tables, appropriately numbered, in order at the end of the report.

If you desire, you may place your figures and tables properly within the text of your results section.

Figures and tables:
If you put figures and tables at the end of some details, make certain that they are visibly distinguished from any attached appendix materials, such as raw facts. Whatever the position, each table must be titled, numbered one after the other, and include a heading. All figures and tables must be divided from the text.

Discussion:
The discussion is expected to be the trickiest segment to write. A lot of papers submitted to the journal are discarded based on problems with the discussion. There is no rule for how long an argument should be.

Position your understanding of the outcome visibly to lead the reviewer through your conclusions, and then finish the paper with a summing up of the implications of the study. The purpose here is to offer an understanding of your results and support all of your conclusions, using facts from your research and generally accepted information, if suitable. The implication of results should be fully described.

Infer your data in the conversation in suitable depth. This means that when you clarify an observable fact, you must explain mechanisms that may account for the observation. If your results vary from your prospect, make clear why that may have happened. If your results agree, then explain the theory that the proof supported. It is never suitable to just state that the data approved the prospect and let it drop at that. Make a decision as to whether each premise is supported or discarded or if you cannot make a conclusion with assurance. Do not just dismiss a study or part of a study as "uncertain."

Research papers are not acknowledged if the work is imperfect. Draw what conclusions you can based upon the results that you have, and take care of the study as a finished work.
- You may propose future guidelines, such as how an experiment might be personalized to accomplish a new idea.
- Give details of all of your remarks as much as possible, focusing on mechanisms.
- Make a decision as to whether the tentative design sufficiently addressed the theory and whether or not it was correctly restricted. Try to present substitute explanations if they are sensible alternatives.
- One piece of research will not counter an overall question, so maintain the large picture in mind. Where do you go next? The best studies unlock new avenues of study. What questions remain?
- Recommendations for detailed papers will offer supplementary suggestions.
Approach:

When you refer to information, differentiate data generated by your own studies from other available information. Present work done by specific persons (including you) in past tense.

Describe generally acknowledged facts and main beliefs in present tense.

The Administration Rules

Administration Rules to Be Strictly Followed before Submitting Your Research Paper to Global Journals Inc.

Please read the following rules and regulations carefully before submitting your research paper to Global Journals Inc. to avoid rejection.

Segment draft and final research paper: You have to strictly follow the template of a research paper, failing which your paper may get rejected. You are expected to write each part of the paper wholly on your own. The peer reviewers need to identify your own perspective of the concepts in your own terms. Please do not extract straight from any other source, and do not rephrase someone else's analysis. Do not allow anyone else to proofread your manuscript.

Written material: You may discuss this with your guides and key sources. Do not copy anyone else's paper, even if this is only imitation, otherwise it will be rejected on the grounds of plagiarism, which is illegal. Various methods to avoid plagiarism are strictly applied by us to every paper, and, if found guilty, you may be blacklisted, which could affect your career adversely. To guard yourself and others from possible illegal use, please do not permit anyone to use or even read your paper and file.
## Criterion for Grading a Research Paper (Compilation)
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Please note that following table is only a Grading of "Paper Compilation" and not on "Performed/Stated Research" whose grading solely depends on Individual Assigned Peer Reviewer and Editorial Board Member. These can be available only on request and after decision of Paper. This report will be the property of Global Journals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Grades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract</strong></td>
<td>Clear and concise with appropriate content, Correct format. 200 words or below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above 200 words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>Containing all background details with clear goal and appropriate details, flow specification, no grammar and spelling mistake, well organized sentence and paragraph, reference cited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods and Procedures</strong></td>
<td>Clear and to the point with well arranged paragraph, precision and accuracy of facts and figures, well organized subheads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result</strong></td>
<td>Well organized, Clear and specific, Correct units with precision, correct data, well structuring of paragraph, no grammar and spelling mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
<td>Well organized, meaningful specification, sound conclusion, logical and concise explanation, highly structured paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>References</strong></td>
<td>Complete and correct format, well organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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